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New Orleans History
Early History-La Salle
Around the year 1677, the expedition of LaSalle descended the Mississippi
River to the Gulf of Mexico and claimed Louisiana for France. In 1713, Antoine
Crozat, a French banker and financier of considerable wealth, had tried for 5
years to make the territory commercially profitable, was replaced by the
Mississippi Company in 1717. The site of present day New Orleans was founded
in 1718 by Sieur de Bienville. A royal grant was given to John Law, a Scotsman.
The French had founded settlements in Mobile, Natchez and on the eastern
shore of Biloxi. Bienville founded the city of New Orleans 30 leagues from the
Gulf of Mexico on a crescent shaped bend of the Mississippi River, a site he had
surveyed in 1700. He named the site after the Duke of Orleans. The site was also
the place of an Indian village named Tchoutchouma. Before the site could be
completely free from flooding a system of levees had to be built to hold back
the power waters of the flooding Mississippi River. Three hundred colonists
from France began arriving in June of 1718. Sixty eight of them settled in the
new town called New Orleans.
From the beginning the class of people that settled in New Orleans would
be classified as lower class, many of them actually criminals, both men and
women. Thus began what has been called the 'City of Sin' and at one time the
roughest city on the North American continent.
Two kinds of women were sent to New Orleans by the French. The first
group numbered 88. No children were ever born of these 88 women. No
explanation why has ever been discovered.
A second group of women were sent over, called the 'Casket Girls,' so
called because each of them had a small trunk filled with personal belongings. A
sort of hope chest which had been given her by the company. In contrast this
group of women were very prolific in child bearing, each having an
extraordinary number of children. This biological miracle furnished practically
every native family that can be traced descendents in an unbroken line to these
Casket Girls. These marginable young ladies, of good character, were housed by
the Ursuline Sisters that were guarded by soldiers until each found a husband.
The history of the Louisiana Province until about 1721 was in a state of
confusion, failures and mis-directions. A new administrator, Duvergior, was sent
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to straighten out the situation and was given the authority over Bienville.
Having been relieved of many of his numerous duties, Bienville had the time to
begin building the now famous 'Vieux Carre' (old square-French quarter)
The difficulties of administration in New Orleans caused many changes in
the head administrator and soon Bienville was reassigned to that post after
Duyvergior was recalled. In August of 1722, the Capital of the Province was
moved from Biloxi to New Orleans. In 1727, in the spring, a company of Ursuline
Nuns arrived in New Orleans to work at the hospital and teach both white and
black girls the beauties and comforts of a religious life and to care for the
previously mentioned Casket Girls until they found husbands. They did a great
job, one source claiming each of the Casket Girls had 100 (one hundred)
children. (This is a medical impossibility. Also the rumor the girls being vampires
is also a colorful rumor.)
In his book 'The French Quarter' Herbert Asbury states:
"By some queer physiological mischance, none of the correction girls
apparently ever bore a child. On the other hand, the Casket Girls would seem to
have been extraordinarily fertile, each becoming the mother of at least a
hundred children."
The New Orleans of 1727 is described by one of the Ursaline Nuns,
Madeleine Hachard:
"Our town is very handsome, well constructed and regularly built, as
much as I could judge on the day of our arrival; for ever since that day we have
remained cloistered in our dwelling. The streets are large and straight. The
houses well built, with upright joists, the interstices filled with mortar, and the
exterior whitewashed with lime. In the interior they are wainscoted. The
colonists are very proud of their capital. Suffice it to say, they sing here a song in
the streets to the effect that this town is as fine a sight as Paris. I do not,
however, speak of the manners of the laity, but I am told that their habits are
corrupt and scandalous. There are, however, a great number of honest people,
and one does not see any of those girls who were said to have been deported
on compulsion. The women here are extremely ignorant as to the means of
securing their salvation but they are very expert in the art of displaying their
beauty. There is as much luxury in this town that there is no distinction among
the class as so far as dress goes. The magnificence of display is equal to all. Most
of them reduce themselves and their family to a hard lot of living at home on
nothing but sagamite, and flaunt costly ribbons. They paint and rouge to hide
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the ravages of time, and wear on their faces, as embellishment, small black
patches."
The laziness of the settlers and in inability of the Indians to adapt to hard
labor brought on the necessity of bringing over Negro slaves. In 1712 the first
slaves arrived to build the city and begin its agriculture. In 1721 there were 5000
slaves. The population in 1724 - 3300 whites and approximately 1700 slaves.
A new era began upon the arrival of the Marquis de Vaudreuil. The
Marquis's reign brought the splendor of the French Court of Versailles to New
Orleans in 1743. His administration was clothed in splendor but it also was very
corrupt. Thieves, vagabonds and prostitutes streamed into New Orleans. Laws
were passed to counter-act the rise of vice but were not enforced. The splendor
of the official functions such as parties, balls, etc. couldn't save the Marquis who
was soon replaced by Louis Billouart de Kerlerec who arrived in New Orleans on
Feb. 9th, 1753, He was an honest man but an unfortunate one as he had corrupt
officials. His administration made little progress in its attempts to control the
raising criminal elements and corrupt officials.
Throughout the history of New Orleans one will find corrupt officials and
the city attracted the criminal element. It was during this administration that a
'war' broke out over the assigned missionary territory between the Jesuits and
Capuchins.
In 1762 Spain took possession over the Province and New Orleans took
near two years to physically send someone to rule. First was Antonios de Ulloa
on March 5, 1766. His authority lead the people to revolt, lead by the Acadians
and the Germans from up the river. In 1768, Alexander O'Reilly, an Irish soldier
of fortune, was sent by the Spanish Government to take control. He took firm
control of the province but governed it with kindness and moderation and for
awhile there was an absence of political problems. During the Spanish rule there
were two large fires that destroyed a good part of the city in 1788 and 1794.
New Orleans was rebuilt using the Spanish style of architecture replacing the
French style.
In 1791, Baron de Carondelet was made Governor. (In present day New
Orleans streets are named after Carondelet, Bienville and Claiborne.)
Within months of the re-possession by France in 1803, the United States
purchased the Louisiana territory. On December 17th, 1803 Governor Claiborne
took possession of New Orleans in the name of the United States. One of the
results of the purchase was the migrating of a large number of the U. S.
population into this new frontier. The Mississippi River became an important
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part of the increased commerce it carried now that the river was open to traffic
into the Gulf of Mexico.
Instead of many days travel using the overland route to the Atlantic coast
ports, flatboats now carried goods from the large industrial cities of the north to
New Orleans, fast becoming a number one port for exported American shipping.
Steamboat traffic appeared on the Mississippi River around 1812. By 1844 there
were at least 450 steamboats operating on the Mississippi River. The
steamboats dealt the flatboat men, generally a group of bullies, a fatal blow as
they couldn't compete with the speed and power of the steamboats.
With the steamboats appeared the menace of the river, the gamblers,
who presence lasted until around the Civil War. It seemed like it was always on
problem or another for the city of New Orleans.
Three thousand black slaves were brought to the French Provide of
Louisiana in 1717 by the Mississippi Company. The colonists of New Orleans had
first tried to enslave the Indians of the area but it failed. The colonists were
promised a life of indolent ease and were not about to work themselves,
refusing to clear the forests and cultivate the land. The solution was to acquire
Negro slaves. In the City of New Orleans in 1712 there were 600 Negro slaves
and 400 white settlers. By 1724 the number of slaves had grown to 3,000 and
the white settlers numbered 1,700.
The below totals of slave brought to the New World are an estimate. A true
total is not possible as many died on the trip to the New World and brought to
other countries.
The majority of slaves captured were brought to the area of the
Caribbean including West Indies and French and Spanish colonies. An estimate
of the total of slaves brought to the New World was 7,864,600 with the majority
going to the Indies and South America. Brazil had approx. 3, 646,800. America
had approx 339,00 with 82,300 in Louisiana. Only 4.5% of slaves captured and
brought to the New World were brought to America. Slaves in the Southern
Hemisphere were treated differently and more humane. The slaves brought to
America were treated more severely. The famous Black codes (Code Noir) were
signed in March, 1724.These codes were to insure safety for the settlers having
slaves that all masters would impart religious instructions to their slaves and
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gave the legislative body the right to confiscate all blacks that were under
supervision of any person not a Catholic. The Province, under French role, was a
Catholic domain. There were 49 other articles that dealt with the conduct and
government of the black slave. Such articles hah no mingling of the races (which
was ignored by many of the white settlers creating a large group of populace
called 'Mulattoes' the result of having a white father and a black mother. The
marriage of a white and a black, free or slave was forbidden.
The Black Codes were first passed in March of 1724. These codes were
borrowed from the existing laws of Santo Domingo and were to insure safety
for the settlers having slaves and to control the treatment of the slaves. The
harshest, most severe penalties were provided and enforced in case of any
wrong doing on the part of only slaves which would seem to endanger the
absolute supremacy of the white population. Within these codes the blacks
were protected from any tyranny, neglect, cruelty or oppression from his
master, much like the protection given the bond-servant or hired help in the
State of Massachusetts. There were 50 articles that dealt with the conduct and
the government of the bond slave. It not only dealt with Negroes, the first
article of the original Black Code ordered the expulsion of all Jews from the
Province; with the next four articles prohibiting any form of worship excepting
the Roman Catholic religion, and made it imperative upon the master to impart
religious training to their slaves and provided finally for the confiscation of
Blacks placed under the supervision of a person not a Catholic, as the Province,
under French rules, was a Catholic domain. There was also a provision about
working on Sunday or Holy Days. This would be one reason that plantation
slaves got Sunday off as the codes insisted upon Sunday being a non-work day.
The last 49 articles dealt entirely with the conduct and government of the
Negroes. It prohibited any mingling of the races. This part was ignored by many
of the white settlers, creating a large group of populace. An owner could not
have concubinage with slaves. Marriages between blacks and whites were
forbidden. It didn't matter if the black was free or a slave. These articles were
enforced and heavy fines and penalties and other punishments were given for
anyone not following the codes. There was a provision made for the
manumission of slaves, with a master if he or she is over the age of 25 and while
living or being a testamentary act, freed the slave provided permission was first
received from the Superior Council. This manumission granted the slave, "the
same rights, privileges, and immunities which are enjoyed by free-born persons,
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and also to their property, the same effects which our other subjects derive
from the happy circumstance of their having been born free." Bienville
returned to Paris after he signed the codes.
Between 1724 and 1743 Bienville was in and out of authority in New
Orleans with the situation continuing without any real improvement in the land
and corrupt conditions always seeming to be present in New Orleans. Indian
trouble continued to plague New Orleans for the next 25 years.
A master could grant manumission (freedom from slavery) if the slave
was over 25 after obtaining permission from the Superior Council. Few slaves
were granted manumission. If granted the slave would be free with the same
rights, privileges and immunities which were enjoyed by free-born persons. The
"Black codes" (Code Noir) also restricted the activities of the free Negroes, and
ordered all Jews out of the colony, forbidding the exercise of any other religion
than the Catholic.
Those who violated the Black Code were punished very brutally according
to modern standards. First offenders were branded on one shoulder with a
'fleur-de-lis' (the lily flower used on the French flag) and had their ears cut off.
Second offenders had the other shoulder branded and the heel tendons cut.
Third offenders suffered the death penalty.
The neighboring Indians were a big problem to the settlers; many times
these raids resulted in the Indians capturing the Negro slaves alive and bringing
them to their village and enslave them as laborers. One such raid by the
Chickasaw Indians in 1730 resulted in the loss of 100 women and 200 slaves.
In 1743, New Orleans population totaled 2000, of which 300 were
soldiers, and 300 were Negroes of both sexes. In the Province of Louisiana there
were 4000 white and 2000 Negroes a decrease of the preceding year of 1000. In
1796, in New Orleans, the population was 3,190, with 1,125 of that total
Negroes. Within this number of 1,125, 31 were free Negroes, and 68 people of
mixed blood, one of the earliest accounts of the "people of color" (Creoles).
These Creoles were to play an important part in the history of New Orleans.
In 1769 in the Province of Louisiana, where many of the plantations were
located, the population was 13, 538 of which about half were Negro slaves. The
Black Codes were retained when the Spanish acquired the Province of Louisiana
in 1762. In 1783 there were 42,346 people living in the Province; 1700 were free
Negroes and 1800 there were 18,000 Slaves. In New Orleans at this time the
population rose to 5, 338. The possibility of slave revolts was very real. One
such revolt happened in 1795 in Ponte Coupee Parish. It failed when the leaders
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of the revolt disagreed amongst themselves. Twenty-five Negroes were killed
and another 23 captured, these being hung from a boat going down the river,
which stopped at each Parish where one of the 23 were hung.
In 1803 the United States of America purchased the Louisiana territory. A
different set of codes were enacted, more lenient ones for the slaves, but the
Black Codes were retained, except when they differed with statutes of the U.S.
In that case, new ordinances were passed relating to the conduct of the slaves.
At this time (1803) there were 10,000 living in New Orleans, 5,000 white, 2,000
free slaves and 3,000 slaves.
On January 1, 1808, the U. S. passed a law prohibiting the importation of
slaves into the country. This law did not stop the slave traffic, no more than
prohibition stopped the consummation of alcohol, as a well organized
smuggling ring, brought slaves into New Orleans on a fleet of barges, Negro
slaves being distributed as far north as Donaldsonville. These smuggles had a
strong hold on Grand Terre by the Gulf, where they would hold slave auctions.
The organinizer of this smuggling activity was Jean Lafitte. His agents reported
as many as 400 slaves sold and smuggled up the river each day. In 1814 the U. S.
government destroyed Grand Terre, the raid being lead by Commodore
Patterson. Another one of these smugglers who later was to gain fame and
honor as an American hero was James Bowie. A narrative written by Bowie as a
smuggler states:
"At that time each state was allowed to regulate the laws covering
snuggled slaves in its own territory. In Louisiana the law said that smuggled
slaves, when they were captured must be sold at auction by the customs
officers. Half of the sale price always went to the informers who 'denounced'
them to the officers. So we bought Negroes from Galveston at a dollar a pound $140.00 was the average price - and we took them, by boat or overland, to
Louisiana. New Orleans was a favorite market. There we organize slavehandling companies which, immediately on arrival of a consignment,
'denounced' it and turned it over to the customs officials. At the auction which
followed, the companies bought back their own slaves, and at once received
half their purchase money because they had informed the custom officials. Then
the companies took the slaves direct to the plantations, sometimes carrying
them far up the Mississippi to resell them to planters. In this manner we often
got the prices of $1,000 for prime Negroes."
Creoles
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From the beginning of their existence in Louisiana, the free people of
color maintained a society of their own. One in which class lines were as rigidly
drawn as among the whites.
The Griffe was the off-spring of a Mulatto and Negro, looked down upon
the pure-blooded Negro; the Mulatto regarded the Griffe with scorn and was in
turn, spurned by the quadroon; the Octoroon refused to have social relations
with any of the others.
The mulatto is a first generation off-spring of a Negro and a white. A
quadroon is a person of a quarter of Negro ancestry. An Octoroon is a person of
one-eight Negro blood. The Griffe is the off-spring of a mulatto and a Negro. A
Creole of color is a descended of early French or Spanish settler of the Louisiana
area mixed with Negro blood. Gens de Color was a group embracing the families
of the same stock in the male line.
Grace King writs about the Creoles:
"During the ancient regime in Louisiana, the pure-blooded African was
never called colored, but always Negro. The Gens de Couleur, colored people,
were a class apart, separated from their superiority to the Negroes, ennobled,
were it by only one drop of white blood in their veins. The caste system has
existed from the first introduction of slaves. No more explanation than this, of
the origin of the free blacks, has been given by any Louisiana historian, although
Lyle Saxon boldly ventured the opinion that "in those first far-off days when
there were no white women in the colony, there were numerous mulatto
children born to Negro slave women."
The Quadroon women were renown all over the world for their beauty.
The famous Quadroon balls would attract men from all over the world where
they would select one of the Quadroon women as their date for the night (and
well into the morning.) Many well-to-do New Orleans citizens would have a
Quadroon for their mistress and would secure a house for them "on the
Ramparts." This arrangement continued even after the Quadroon's citizen
became a married man.
In many instances the man would set these women free, and since under
the law children always shared the condition of their others, they became free
also, and so swelled the ranks of the Gens de Couleur Libres. The Gens de
Couleur formed a part of the population at a very earl date in the history of
Louisiana. They are specifically mentioned in the Black Code, promulgated by
Bienville in 1724, 6 years after the founding of New Orleans and they were
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forbidden to marry either their own slaves or slaves owed by white men. They
were also mentioned in the police regulations issued in 1751 by the Marquis de
Vaudreuil."
By 1830 some of the Gens de Couleur had arrived at such a degree of
wealth some owned cotton and sugar plantations with numerous slaves. They
educated their children in France. Those who chose to remain in France attained
distinction in scientific and literary circles. In New Orleans they became
musicians (Gottschalk) merchants, hunters, tailors, carpenters, etc. Frequently
they attend the Orleans Theater, sitting in the second tier, reserved for their
exclusive use, where white people of either sex were never allowed. All the
inhabitants or citizens of this colony were forbidden to permit, on their
plantations, or at their places of residence, or elsewhere, any assembly of
Negroes or Negresses, whether under pretext of dancing or for any other cause
that is to say, excepting the Negroes whom they may own themselves. It was
forbidden them to allow their slaves to go out of their plantations or premises
for similar purposes, because his Majesty had prohibited all assemble in the
town of New Orleans or in its vicinity, or elsewhere, under any pretext
whatever, under the penalty of said Negroes, of province permit on his
plantation or premises' an assembly of Negroes other than his own, under an
pretext whatever, he shall, for the first offense, pay one hundred crowns to the
treasury of the church, and for the next offense of this kind, be sentenced to
work for life on the king's galleys.
Congo Square
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The area across Rampart Street and Orleans Street and now known as
Armstrong Park was, in the past, known by various names - Beauregard Square,
Circus Square Congo Square and a few other names. Congo Square was the
place where Negro slaves gathered to sing and dance on Sunday night. The
gathering were canceled at times and then again resumed. It has an important
place in the history of New Orleans and of a predecessor ancestor of jazz. At
times it was used for circuses, balloon ascends, ballgames, horse shows,
bullfights cockfights, foot races, carriage shows, fireworks displays, military drill,
public executions and the sale of enslaved people, and gatherings of many
other activities including vendors. In 1864 more than twenty thousand people
gathered to celebrate the Emancipation Proclamation. In 1865 New Orleanians
gathered in Congo Square to commemorate the assassination of President
Lincoln.
It became a visiting place for all people coming to New Orleans and of
course local citizens of New Orleans. Congo Square was a place to hear native
African slaves that gathered to dance and sing. It is said that the dances
resembled those in parts of West and Central Africa as well as the French and
Spanish West Indies, including Haiti and Cuba.
Plantation slaves performed musical activities with the same techniques
as Congo Square. Performing at Congo Square for the many visitors brought
African music styles to the views of all the population of New Orleans and the
world. While many had not visited Africa they now could hear the African music
of the slaves. In Africa there was a master drummer who played a rhythm and
another drummer repeated the rhythm then the master drummer played a new
rhythm pattern to another drummer who also repeated the rhythm. Thus the
use of polyrhythm was used in Africa. Music and the arts in Africa were not used
as a separate technique but always used in ceremonies. There were no
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'concerts' or visual use of the arts but their arts were always used in a practical
way. Music styles such as the cakewalk were a plantation exercise.
Unless one would visit a plantation Negro music was not available to the
general public-except in Congo Square. It was one of the earliest examples of
Negro music, dancing and singing available for all to see and hear. This exposure
led to the acceptance of Minstrel music, of ragtime and finally jazz. The Negro
was now accepted in the general public of the country. The Negro performers
entered minstrels and also entered vaudeville, the main source of musical
entertainment in the country. As Negro music progressed jazz was developed,
not as concert music but as dance music. Plantation scenes were developed in
vaudeville and were presented to the country by the Original Creole Jazz Band
and the Tennessee Ten. Jazz swept the country in vaudeville performances and
finally through phonograph records and radio.
When the Spanish, under O'Reilly, governed the Province, all regulations
but the Black Code (Code Noir) were repealed. From the year of the Marquis'
Police Regulations (1751 until 1786) there was a gradual lessening of the rules
for slave gatherings and dancing, for in 1786 we find a law 'forbidding slaves to
dance in the public squares. Negroes gathered in various parts of the city such
as the Metairie Ridge. (See page 71 for info on this location) The one place that
slaves were allowed to gather officially was Congo Square. The authorities were
always conscious of slave rebellions and in having these gathering in one place
somewhat prevented a slave rebellion. Congo Square became a tourist
attraction for the city of New Orleans and led to the only authentic musical style
that originated in America.
Gottschalk based one of his most famous compositions, La Bamboula, on
what he was supposed to have heard when taken to Congo Square by his black
baby sitter.
Sometime, between 1837 and 1843 gatherngs at Congo Square was
canceled, but in 1845, an ordinance was passed resuming the dancing in Congo
Square. The dancing was a popular tourist attraction and numerous citizens had
asked that it be restored.
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Thus the Council of Municipality issued the following ordinance:
"whereas, numerous citizens have requested the Council of Municipality
Number One to grant permission to slaves to assemble on Sundays in Circus
Square (Congo Square), for the purpose of dancing. Whereas, when such a
merriment takes place before sunset and is not offensive to public decency, It
can be tolerated provided it being under police inspection. Resolved that from
the first of May to the thirty-first of August of each year, the slaves, provided
with a written consent of their master, be permitted to assemble Sunday on the
Circus Square for the purpose of dancing from four to six-thirty o'clock p.m.
Resolved that it shall be the duty of the commissaries of police of the third and
fifth wards, of the commanding officer at Post Treme and five men of the day
police, to watch that no police ordinance be violated during the time allowed to
Negroes to dance at Circus Square."
In his book on 'The French quarter' Asbury states:
"The weekly concourse of slaves in Congo Square reached the height of its
popularity and renown during the fifteen years which preceded the Civil War;
sometimes there were almost as many white spectators surrounding the Square
to watch the slaves "dance Congo" as there were black dancers weaving and
stamping under the sycamore trees. Even in earlier days a Congo dance was
considered one of the unique attractions of New Orleans; a visitor were always
taken to see the slaves at play, and in their eyes the spectacle ranked second
only to a Quadroon ball as a colorful, exotic display. The "Circus Public Square,"
wrote the editor of New Orleans' first directory, published in 1822, "is very
noted on account of its being the place where the Congo and other Negroes
dance, carouse and debauch on the Sabbath, to the great injury of the morals of
the rising generation; it is a foolish custom, that elicits the ridicule of most
respectable persons who visit the city but if it is not considered good policy to
abolish the practice entirely, surely they could be ordered to assemble at some
place more distant from the houses, by which means the evil would be
measurably remedied."
Most contemporary observers and citizens of New Orleans agree with the
above estimate of the slave gatherings; it seems the majority of the people of
New Orleans and most observers looked upon them as a Sunday afternoon
innocent merriment and would have a beneficial effect on the slave, giving
them an outlet for their energies and repressions acquired during a week of
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hard labor. With the strictness of the police supervision it was unlikely there
would ever be any trouble with the Negros dancing in Congo Square.
The slaves usually began arriving at Congo Square an hour or so before
the scheduled time of the dancing, with the men strutting proudly in their castoff clothes given them by their masters and the women in dotted calicoes,
wearing bright-colored Madras Kerchiefs tied about their hair to form the
popular headdress which the Creoles called the Tignon. The slaves brought their
children with them, dressing them in old garments rather plain but blighted up
by colorful feathers or bits of gay ribbon. The spectacle never failed to draw the
Hawkers of refreshments and on the outskirts of the noisy crowd they peddled
their wares, some with big trays slung around their necks and others with 'meal'
tables screened from the sun by cotton awnings, and offering ginger beer, pies,
lemonade, and little ginger cakes called Maulatto's Belly. Then on a signal from
the police officials, the slaves were summoned to the center of the square by
the rattling of two huge beef bones upon the head of a cask, out of which had
been fashioned a sort of drum or tambourine called the Bamboula. This rattling
changed to a steady beat of the drums. The dances began doing their dancing as
the drummer, without a pause and no break in the rhythm, continued until the
sunset ended the festivities.
The favorite dances of the slaves are described in a lengthily article by
Cable. The dances had such names as the Calinda, (a variation of one used in the
Voodoo ceremonies) and the Bamboula. Both of these dances were primarily
based on the primitive dances of the African jungle. Through a period of years
these dances inter-mingled with the dances of the Louisiana culture, especially
the contra-dances of the French segment of New Orleans.

Dancing on a plantation
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Another person who saw the dances in Congo Square was J. G. Flugel, a
German trader. He observed the dancing on Feb. of 1817 and recorded in his
journal the following:
"Their dances certainly are curious, particularly to a European. Their
posture and movements somewhat resembled those of monkeys. One might
with a little imagination take them for a group of baboons. Yet as these poor
wretches are entirely ignorant of anything, like civilization (for their masters
withhold everything from them that in the least might add to the cultivation of
their minds) one must not be surprised at their actions. The recreation is at least
natural and they are free in comparison with those poor wretches, slaves of
their passions. I saw today among the crowd Gildmeister of Bramen, clerk or
partner of Teatzmann. He told me that three of the Negroes in the group closest
to us were formerly kings or chiefs in Congo. I perceive in them a more gentile
address. They are richly ornamented and dance extremely well."
A correspondent of the New York World describes the dancing:
"A dry-goods box and an old pork barrel formed the orchestra. These
were beaten with sticks or bones, used like drumsticks so as to keep up a
continuous rattle, while some old men and women chanted a song that
appeared to me to be purely African in its man vowel led syllable words. Owing
to the noise, I could not even attempt to catch the words. I asked several old
women to recite them to me, but they only laughed and shook their heads. I
their patois they told me - no use, you could never understand it. "C'est le
Congo" - it is the Congo. The dance was certainly peculiar, and I observed that
only a few old persons, who had probably all been slaves, knew now to dance it.
The women did not move their feet from the ground. They only writhed their
bodies and swayed in adulatory motions from ankles to waist. The men leaped
and performed feats of gymnastic dancing which reminded me of song steps in
the jota aragonesa. Small bells were attached to their ankles. "Vous ne
comprenez pas ceet danse-la" An old women asked me? I did not altogether
understand it, but it appeared to be more or less lascivious as I saw it. I offered
the women some money to recite the words of the Congo song. She consulted
with another and both went off shaking their heads. I could obtain no
satisfaction."
Lafacadios Hearn, the one-eyed poet and writer, mentions that
throughout the land Negroes on the plantations dance on Sunday and he
describes some of the instruments they used:
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"The old African dances, the Calinda and the Bele (which latter is
accompanied by chanted improvisation), are danced on Sunday to the sound of
the drum on almost every plantation in the land. The drum indeed, is an
instrument to which the country-folk are so much attached that they swear by
it. Tambo being the oath uttered upon all ordinary occasions of surprise or
vexation. but the instrument is quite as often called "Ka" because it is made out
of a quarter barrel, or quart, in the patois "Ka." Both ends of the barrel having
been removed, a wet hide, well wrapped about a couple of hoops, is driven on
and in drying the stretched skin obtains still further tension."
In another one of Hearns descriptions on music originating in New
Orleans from 1860 to 1880. He writes:
"The other end of the "Ka" is always let open. Across the face of the skin a
string is tightly stretched to which are attached, at intervals of about an inch
apart, very thick fragments of bamboo or cut feather stem. These lend a certain
vibration to the tones."
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Still another description is given:
"In the time of Pere Labat, the Negro drums had a somewhat different
form. These were then two kinds of drums - a big tamtam and a little one, which
used to be played together. Both consisted of skins tightly stretched over one
end of a cylinder, or a section of a hollow tree trunk. The larger was from 3 to 4
feet long, with a diameter of from 15 to 16 inches; the smaller 'Baola," was of
the same length, but only 8 or 9 inches in diameter. The skillful player (bel
tambouye) straddles his Ka stripped to the waist, and plays upon it with the
finer tips of both hands simultaneously, taking care that the vibrating string
occupies a horizontal position. Occasionally the heel of the naked foot is
pressed lightly or vigorously against the skin so as to produce changes of tone.
This is called 'giving heel' to the drum-bailly talon. Meanwhile a boy keeps
striking the drum at the uncovered end with a stick, so as to produce a dry,
clattering accompaniment. The sound of the drum itself, well played, has a wild
power that makes and masters all the excitement of the dance - a complicated
double roll with a peculiar billowy rising and falling. The tapping of a Ka can be
heard at surprising distances and experienced players often play for hours at a
time without exhibiting weariness, or in the least diminishing the volume of
sound produced."
Another description of the dancing:
"The movement of the Calinda and the Bamboula were very similar, but
for the evolution of the latter the male dancers attached bits of tin or other
metal to ribbons tied about their ankles. Thus accountered, they pranced back
and forth, leaping into the air and stamping in unison, occasionally shouting,
"Dansez bambojls, Badoum, Badoum." The women, scarcely lifting their feet
from the ground, swayed their bodies from side to side and chanted an ancient
song as monotonous as a dirge. Beyond the groups of dancers were the
children, leaping and cavorting in imitation of their elders, so that the entire
square was an almost solid mass of black bodies stamping and swaying to the
rhythmic beat of the bones upon the cask, the frenzied chanting of the women,
and the clanging of the pieces of metal which dangled from the ankles of the
men. The Congo plains must have presented an extraordinary spectacle on the
festive occasions."
The best description of Negro music after the Civil War was published in
1886 by George Washington Cable, a native of New Orleans who fought under
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southern colors in the War and was forced to leave because of his writings
which expressed his disapproval of the southern postwar mistreatment of the
blacks. While it is a very lengthily article, we will quote only the parts that
would be important to us in our quest for knowledge of early Negro music.
"The booming of African drums and blast of high horns called to the
gathering. The drums were very long, hollowed, often from a single piece of
wood, open at one end and having a sheep or goat skin stretched across the
other. One was large, the other much smaller. The tight skin heads were not
held up to be struck; the drums were laid along on the turf and the drummers
best rode them, and beat them on the head made with fingers, fists and feet.
With slow vehemence on the great drum and fiercely and rapidly on the small
one. Sometimes an extra performer sat on the ground behind the larger drum,
at its' open end, and beat upon the wooden side of it with two sticks." The
smaller drum was often made from a joint or two of very large bamboo, in the
West Indies where such could be gotten, and this is said to be the origin of its
name' for it was called the Bamboula. In stolen hours of night or the baskinghour of noon the black man contrived to fashion these rude instruments and
others. The drummers, I say, best rode the drums; the other musicians sat about
them in an arc, cross-legged on the ground. One important instrument was a
gourd partly filled with pebbles or grains of corn, flourished violently at the end
of a stout staff with one hand and beaten upon the palm of the other. Other
performers rang triangles, and others twanted from Jew's harps an astonishing
amount of sound. Another instrument was the sawbones of a horse or mule,
and a key rattled rhythmically along its weather-beaten teeth. At times the
drums were re-enforced by one of more empty barrels or casks beaten on the
head with the shank bones of cattle. A queer thing that went with these was the
Barimba Brett, a union of reed and string principles. A single strand of wire ran
length-wise of a bit of wooden board, sometimes a shallow box of thin wood,
some eight inches long by four or five in width, across which, under the wire,
were several joints of reed about a quarter of an inch in diameter and of
graduated lengths. The performer, sitting cross-legged, held the board in both
hands and plucked the end of the reed with his thumb nails. The result was
called music.
But the grand instrument at last, the first violin, as one might say was the
banjo. It had but four strings, not six; beware of the dictionary. It is not the
'favorite musical instrument of the Negroes of the southern States of America."
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Uncle Remus says truly that is the fiddle; but for the true African dance, a dance
not so much of legs and feet as of the upper half of the body, a sensual, devilish
thing tolerated only Latin-American masters, there was wanted the dark
inspiration of African drums and the banjos trump and strum."
He next discusses the voices and their human cry of tremendous volume:
"To all this was sometimes added a Pan's pipe of but three reeds, made
from single joints of the common brake cane, and called by English speaking
Negroes 'The quills."Such was the full band. All the values of contrast that
discord can furnish must have been present, with whatever there is of ecstasy in
maddening repetition, for of the African can never have too much. And yet
there was entertaining variety. Where? In the dance! There was constant,
exhilarating novelty - endless invention - in the turning and leaping of the
dancers. Moreover, the music of Congo plains was not tamed to mere
monotone. Monotone became subordinate to may striking qualities. The strain
was wild. Its contact with French taste gave it often great tenderness of
sentiment. It grew in fervor, and rose and sank, and rose again, with the play of
emotion the singers and dancers.
With what particular musical movements the occasion began does not
now appear. Maybe with very slow and measured ones; they had such that
were strange and typical. I have heard the Negroes sing on-though it was not of
the dance-ground but of the cane fields that showed the emphatic barbarian of
5 bars to the line, and was confined to four notes of the open horn. But I can
only say that with some such slow and quiet strain the dance may have been
precluded. It suits the Ethiopian fancy for a beginning to be dull and repetitions;
the bottom of the ladder must be on the ground. The singers almost at the first
note are many. At the end of the first line every voice is lifted up. The strain is
given the second time with growing spirit. They swing and bow to right and left,
in slow time to the piercing treble of the Congo women. Hear that bare foot slap
the ground! One sudden stroke only as it were the foot of a stag. The musicians
warm up at the sound. A smiting of breasts with open hands begins very softly
and become vigorous. The women's voices rise to a tremulous intensity. Among
the chorus of Frano- Congo singing girls is one of extra good voice, who thrusts
in, now and again, an improvisation. Now the chorus is more piercing than ever.
The women clap their hands in time. Yonder brisk and sinewy fellow has taken
one short, nervy step into the ring, chanting with rising energy. He moves off to
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the farther edge of the circle, still singing, takes the prompt hand of an
unsmiling Congo girl, leads her into the ring, and leaving the chant to the
throng, stands her before him for the dance.

Will they dance to that measure? Wait! A sudden frenzy seizes the
musicians. The measure quickens, the swaying, attitudinizing crowd starts into
extra activity, the female voices grow sharp and staccato, and suddenly the
dance is the furious Bamboula. Now for the frantic leaps. Now for frenzy.
Another pair is in the ring. The ecstasy rises to madness; one-two-three of the
dancers fall, with foam on their lips and are dragged out by arms and legs from
under the tumultuous feet of crowding newcomers. The musicians know no
fatigue; still the dance rages on; No wonder the police stopped it in Congo
Square. Only the music deserved to survive, and does survive. Will they dance
nothing else? Ah' the music changes. The rhythm stretches out heathenish and
ragged. The quick contagions caught by a few in the crowd, who take it up with
spirited smiting of the bare sole upon the ground, and of open hands upon the
thighs. From a spot near the musicians a single male voice, heavy and sonorous,
rises in improvisation, The Mandingos brought that art from Africa - and in a
moment man others have joined in refrain male voices in rolling, bellowing
resonance, female responding in high, piercing unison. Suddenly the song
changed. The rhythm sweeps away long and smooth like a river escaped from
its rapids, and in new spirit, with louder drum beats and more jocund rattle, the
voices roll up into the sky and the dancers are at it, other couples have stepped
into the grassy areas, the instrumental din has risen to a fresh height of
inspiration, the posing and thigh-beating and breast patting and chanting and
swinging and writhing has risen with it, and the song is changed. There were
other dances. Only a few years ago I was honored with an invitation, which I
had to decline, to see danced the Bamboula, the Cata (or Chacta), the
Counjaille, and the Calinda. Then there were the Voudou, and the Congo, to
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describe which would not be pleasant. (The Clainda was a dance of multitude, a
sort of vehement cotillion.) The true Calinda was bad enough. In Louisiana, at
least, its song was always a grossly personal satirical ballad, and it was the
favorite dance, all the way from there to Trinidad. To dance it publicly is not
allowed this side of the West Indies. All this Congo Square business was
suppressed at one time, 1843 says tradition. In my childhood I used, at one
time, to hear, every morning, a certain black peddler women selling rice
croquettes-chanting the song as she moved from street to street at the sunrise
hour with her broad, shallow, laden basket balanced on her head.
The Calinda ended these dissipations of the summer Sabbath afternoons.
They could not run far into the night, for all the fascinations of all the dances
could not excuse the slave's tarrying in public places after a certain other 'boudjoum' (that was not of the Calinda, but of the regular nine o'clock evening gun)
had rolled down Orleans street from the Place d'Armes and the Black man or
women who wanted to keep a whole skin on their back had to keep out of the
Calaboose. Times have changed, and there is nothing to be regretted in the
change that has come over Congo Square. Still a glamour hands over its dark
past. There is the patios of slavery, the poetry of the weak oppressed by the
strong, and limbs that danced after toil, and of barbaric love making. The rags
and semi-nakedness, the Bamboula drum, the dance, and almost the banjo, are
gone; but the bizarre melodies and dark lover's apostrophes live on.
The Bamboula refers to the drum and the rhythm. A swaying of the hips,
trembling of the body and dramatic drum accents. The drums speed up and
inspire the dancer's movements, both animated. The Bamboula is similar to the
Calinda. Ankle bells additional layers of rhythm.
The Bamboula and the Calinda
Bamboula Dance
The Bamboula probably originated from Africa. It was frantic dance. A
male dancer began when he stepped into the center of a ring and began his
dance and chant. He then picked a female partner and guides her into the circle.
The musicians begin playing and become more frantic, the chorus grows more
excited and staccato in nature. Then other couples enter the ring and the dance
increases in excitement and contains leaps and more chanting occurs. The feet
of the dancers move in motions not seen before. As one dancer becomes
exhausted he is pulled out of the circle having danced for hours.
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The dance was the '"revolutionary" dance and made slave owners
nervous. The women would shake their skirts to shake away bad spirits and
welcome new ones. She shakes her shirt and pivots forward and lower on the
return backwards while shaking her hands vigorously while pulling her shirt up
to the ride showing a little of her petticoat underneath. Songs accompanied the
Bamboula were excitable even potent. Songs had revolutionary possibilities
after political with even gossip or ugly truths revealed. Main drum accompanied
was the "Ka," a big drum played with the hands with their heal against the skin
producing a whooping sound effect. Another drummer with sticks played a
compliment also playing the barrel of the drum (like a rim shot). Other
instruments used were the triangle and the quiro or gourd.
People were dancing while singing. The tempo would increase bringing
many gestures of the entire body with facial expressions and with quick
movements from the dancers. The drums became more animated. The
drummer's hands reflect gestures of the dancers. They are also part of the
dances as the dances are. The dancers do a lot of quick steps with their feet. The
males flex their muscles and do sharp steps extremely animated. It is an
exhausted dance and last for hours. When a dancer is totally exhausted another
enters the circle and the old dancer is pulled from the circle. The couples get
close to each other almost physically touching, not just a sexual way but a
sacred way.
The Calinda is thought to be from the Congo River in Africa. It was a dance
of many. Men and women would dance with 'lascivious Gestures,'
Their thighs together. striking them together i a rhythm patting. featuring
pelvic thrusts and hip gyrations.. Then they separated with a pirouette and then
advancing together again. This dancer would last for hours with another group
taking their place. The dancers would lock arms and make revolutions, slapping
their thighs and "kissing each other." It had numerous attempts of mock and
ridicule. The Calinda is a dance of multitudes, a sort of vehement cotillion. Men
and women would dance with "lascivious gestures," The thighs together,
striking them together in a rhythm patting and would feature pelvic thrusts and
hips gyrations. The then would separate with a pirouette, only to begin
advancing toward each other all over again, dong the same movements with
lascivious gestures. The dancers would sometimes last for hours.
Were the Calinda and Bamboula ancestors of the shimmy and Black
Bottom?
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Article and Newspaper stories on Congo Square
There was talk about building a 'pile' of building in and around Congo
Square
Times Picayune - December 5, 1839
Now whether all these should form one grand architectural pile of
buildings, such as would deflect credit on New Orleans and be pointed to with
pride by her people-concentrating public business and rendering its transaction
convenient-or whether they should be isolated and apart, are question open for
discussion by the press and the public. Whether they shall be located in a
central situation or their "pride of place" shall be "Congo Square," or the
scarcely less remote "Metairie Ridge," is also a question which comes within the
sphere of their mature deliberation.
Times PIcayune - June 24, 1845 - Scenes in Congo Square - Regular Ethiopian
break-downs.
Anyone who says that the thousands of Negroes congregated in and
about Congo Square on Sunday afternoon last were unhappy we put down as no
judge of human physiognomy. some two or three weeks since an ordinance was
passed restoring to them their ancient privilege of resorting thither, and thither
they now repair in countless throngs. Rude instruments of their own
contrivance, the like of which we have never seen before, were being played n
Sunday last with a zeal that showed the enthusiasm of the performers, while
sets of dancers were shuffling and breaking down upon the green sward with an
earnestness that knew no tiring. Hour after hour, and many of them n the hot,
broiling sun, were these Negroes engaged.
Times Picayune - March 22, 1846 - Congo Square
The Master of Ceremonies - No stranger in this city of New Orleans who is
anxious to see all the large and small lions of the place, to say nothing of the
'elephant' should fail to visit, of a Sunday afternoon, the square in Rampart
Street, commonly called "Congo Square." The scene is novel, interesting, and
highly amusing. In various parts of the square a number of male and female
Negroes assemble, dressed in their holiday clothes, with the very gayest
bandana handkerchiefs upon the heads of the females, and, accompanied by
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the thumping of a banjo or drum, or the squealing of a greasy Cremona, perform
the most grotesque African dances. No devotee to the Polka or Mazurka in the
most recherché ball room can enjoy the giddy mazes of the dance more than
these sable performers. At one time there will be five or six upon the ground
dancing and breaking down for dear life, and occasionally laughing and
screaming with delight, while the companions who surround them find it
difficult to sit or stand still, so infectious is the desire to dance among the
blacks. Until we saw these amateurs in Congo Square we thought that John
Smith and Picaninny Coleman were some; but if those worthy individuals cold
gaze upon the dark beauties of the square, they would beat their brains out
with their own tambourines. John Smith is nowhere - there isn't any such
individual and never was. The "dimes" from the active and admiring spectators
serve to "rosin the bow," and keep the musicians in tune. As fast as one set of
dancers become exhausted they are rudely bade to "stand out de way, niggers,'
by a fresh set. The most conspicuous personage in these merry-makings is the
master of ceremonies, who is certainly a most distinguished individual. Every
fair Sunday afternoon he may be found at his post, exerting himself to the
utmost to promote harmony. He always has a little circle of his own which he
surrounds by ropes and posts to keep out the vulgar, and only the most
distingue are admitted within the magic ring. This same presiding deity is a
short, stout Negro, somewhat advanced in years, and with a rotundity that
would not disgrace a London alderman. In his ears he wears a modest pair of
ear-rings, and his head, which is a perfect marvel in its way, in fact a nonsuch, is
surmounted by a white hat of venerable date, around which a wisp of black
crape is jauntily twisted, giving this remarkable individual a peculiarly killing
appearance. He is generally dressed in a suit of blue and white mixed, with a
black vest of pretentions dimensions, upon which hangs an enormous silver
chain; and by his excessive urbanity to his patrons is pronounced by all, the very
beau ideal of a master of ceremonies.
Times Picayune - December 22, 1848 - Congo Square
This well known place of resort for the colored people of our city,
presents a most animated appearance on Sundays and holidays. Yesterday the
square was thronged with the Habitudes of the region scattered about in
groups, dancing, singing and laughing to the tuneless accompaniments of
squeaking fiddles, antiquated tambourines and attenuated banjos. The sky was
clear and bright, the grass dry, the air mild and balm, and the way the 'colored
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folks" did heel and toe it was a persimmon above the most strenuous efforts of
Daddy Rice. Congo Square is well worth a visit from the stranger or anyone else
who desires to be amused by the peculiarities of the Negro race.
Daily Crescent - October 15, 1850 - The Place d'Armes
Alderman Favbre of the First Municipality, at a meeting of the council last
evening. introduced a lengthy preamble and resolution in regard to the Place
d'Armes, which is highly commendable. In the language of the preamble, it is
proposed to make the square a pleasant place of resort for families and a
playground for children, instead of being a camping aground for loafers, as at
present. The plan for the improvement was obtained by Madame de Pontalba in
France, and it is cordially approved of by everyone who has see it, or, at least,
those with whom we have conversed on the subject. It is proposed that the
present iron railing which surrounds the Place d'Armes transferred to Circus or
Congo Square, and replaced by a new one. The plan, if carried out, will make the
Square correspond to appearance with the beautiful buildings surrounding it.
The report recommends that Circus or Congo Square be appropriated for the
use of the Legion, for its reviews, and for the firing of salutes and the evening
gun. Mr. Fabre is deserving of much praise for the able manner in which he has
drawn up the report, and we trust that it will be adopted.
Times Picayune - December 2, 1860
The public square, now known as "Place d'Armes," has been opened. It
was formerly called "Congo" Square, from the fact of its being the rendezvous of
the Negroes on Sunday, when they dance their native dances and enjoyed
themselves generally.
Sunday Delta - November 30, 1862 - Sambo as seen in the Crescent city
Time was when the best opportunity to see the Ethiopian-the genuine
Negro-fresh and fragrant from the spicy coast of Senegambia-was on Congo
Square, on any summer Sunday afternoon, when he congregated in huge
numbers, to indulge in the pastimes of dancing and in playing the banjo and
bones. But that time is passed. Congo Square is converted into the Place
d'Armes, and Sambo is driven out of this his terrestrial paradise, to seek
recreation in less loved localities. We believe he now has no place of general
and promiscuous resort, but is driven to congregating n small squads in cabarets
or out-of- the-way places, where, instead of exercising his cruralities in the mazy
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figures of the dance, he addicts himself to cards, dominoes, or to the more
hurtful practice of wetting his throat to keep his body from rusting.
Times Picayune - August 10 1869
The proposition emanating from a large number of our German fellow
citizens, to erect a monument to the memory of Humboldt known as Congo
Square though its real name is Place d'Armes, o condition that the council will
change its name to "Humboldt Square is, we think, worthy of consideration,
Jackson Square it will be remembered, was called Place de A'rmes until the
statue of Jackson was erected, and the its name was transferred to Congo. In
view of the improvement proposed, and the fact, too, that it will be a source of
a very great gratification to those of our citizens who honor and revere the
name of Humboldt, we hope the Council will take favorable action in the
matter. Certain Humboldt is preferred to Congo.
New Orleans Commercial Bulletin - October 1, 1869
When, however, the name of the old Place d'Armes as so changed, in
deference to the native population, the Square now sought to be named
Humboldt Square was call by ordinance Place d'Armes. The iron railing of the
old Square was removed to the new, and the grounds almost immediately
improved.
The former name of this square was Circus, and not Congo. The latter was
a nick-name, for when no one is responsible, and, strangely enough, the
ordinance now vetoed call it indifferently, "Place d'Armes, or Congo Square,
thus falling into the same error as some of our journalists.
Anyone referring to the Controller's reports will find the name to be Place
d'Armes, together with its location and value. I see no reason why the name of
this square should be changed for the second time. A change or two more
would make it obnoxious to the epithet of Harlequin Square. Those living
around it might well set up a theodolite and employ an expert to determine
precisely where they lived, if the name of the square was the guide to their
locality.
Times Picayune - January 20, 1871
Congo Square or rather its railing, has just received a coating of coal tar,
and the trunks of its scrubby shade tress-we suppose we must so denominate
them-a whitewashing. Coal tar and whitewash are no doubt clearly, and have
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no little preservative quality, but the man who could see any beauty in Congo
Square as it is, would fall in love with the Hottentot Venus. It is strange, is it not,
that this gay city of balls and routs, of Mysick Krewe Carnival and Twelfth Night
Revels, should be so indifferent to the embellishment of its public grounds and
unrivaled avenues.
Times Picayune - January 31, 1872 - Paris Pavilion circus
Another large crowd of citizens attended the performance of Dan Rice's
celebrated circus at Congo Square last night. The interesting features connected
with this exhibition, justly make it one of the most attractive places of
amusement in the city. The equestrian talent is unexceptional, and the trained
horses which 'old Dan' exhibits with so much pride are rare curiosities that do
not fail to elicit the warmest admiration. The circus will remain at Congo Square
to night, and tomorrow move up to Tivoh Circle, where it will remain for several
days, giving matinee and night performances.
New Orleans Bulletin - August 27, 1875 - Congo Square - A glance at other days.
Congo Square thirty years ago. African dancing.
There are yet many who can recall the Sunday evenings dances of the
Negroes and negresses at Congo Square before the war. It might be said these
occasions smacked very much of state occasions to the little ones who, in
company with their nurses, made this place a central resort of Sunday
afternoons, and who with wondering little black eyes looked on, enjoying the
thrumming of the banjo and the regular beating of the simple drums.
We are of the opinion that New Orleans enjoyed the monopoly of this
peculiar fetish and traditional terpsichorean exhibition, for we have yet to learn
that in any other of the southern States was it practiced. From 1908 down to
about'50, every Sunday afternoon found gathered in the lower corner of Congo
Square a group of Negroes, male and female, who, infatuated with the sport,
visited the place regularly for the purpose of enjoying the exciting pleasures of
dancing the "Bamboula."
The dance was doubtless an original African one, for the motions are still
observable in Central Africa today. Most of the Negroes of Louisiana came from
the Kraahis, a large nation, who live in stockades, and who were in their own
country divided into, so as it were, tribes.
We had here the Minaha a proud and warlike race; the Congos, a
treacherous, shrewd and relentless people; the Mandingos, a branch of the
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Congos, and like them in disposition; the Gangas, named for the river on which
they lived; the Hiboas, called by missionaries the "Owls," a sullen and
intractable tribe, and the Foulas, the highest type, though but few were brought
here.
Slave trade was abolished in 1807, and after the following year and the
battle of Darien they were imported into the country only by British, Spanish,
Portuguese, French and New England slavers, who, taking advantage of the long
sea coast, ran up bayous and inlets with their cargoes. As late as 1835 cargoes
were landed in this State successfully, and there are yet living some original
Africans.
Their old habits, even under the enlightened effects of civilization, clung
to them, and their children, many of them, learned the old customs of their
mother country. Even today, in the Voodoo dance, this clinging to the past is
observable.
Three o'clock of a Sunday afternoon, as we have said, was the festive
occasion. Two sinewy darkies, one with a sort of banjo made from a Louisiana
gourd, the other with a drum, would make the old square echo to their strange
music. The drum was simply a small keg, with both heads knocked out, and
covered with sheepskin. Six or eight Negro men with as many women would
from in line and dance commence.
It was not what we today would call a dance. Everything that the dancer's
ingenuity could devise to display an exuberance of sensuality was done, and it
became merely an exhibition of low and extravagant tastes. Swinging the body
to and fro, gradually increasing the motion with the music, the couples would in
a few minutes excited, and in a frenzy frequently fall on the grass.
The dance was usually kept up till sunset. At this hour the old gens
d'Armes would pass through the square and slipping into the group with "alons!
li ete temps de vous zere; an avant" would end that day's carousal.
The day was not considered a perfect one unless the usual quantity of
spruce beer, gingerbread and cocoanuts candy was had. Pralines of peanuts
were always in demand, and many a calico skirt hid a sly bottle of taffia made
from molasses- a sort of rum-snuggled in spite of the Gens d'Armes to stimulate
the exhausted energies of the last representatives of the bachantes of ancient
Greece.
New Orleans Item - August 1, 1879
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The length of the grass in Place d'Armes, late Congo Square is much
complained of by a "family" residing in that neighborhood. The grass should be
cut, so as to make the Square as was intended, a playground for nurses and
children.
Times Picayune - October 12, 1879 - The Congo Dance. A glimpse of the old
square of a Sunday afternoon sixty years ago.
The lazy tinkle of the bell on the car mules, the drowsy drumming of the
cicandie (?) or the tall sycamore trees, and the green lint of sunlit grass
trembling beneath the warm afternoons rays made Congo Square yesterday
anything but a cool retreat. It is true that now and again some vagrant leaf
would go sliding down the walk to the music of some passing puff or air, but
these freaks would only make the uncomfortable heat all the more perceptible
by contrast, and the little zephyrs that did skirt around the corner seemed to
have stopped in for some time at the bakers shop on Rampart Street to get
warmed up. One or two nurses trundled along dilapidated baby carriages in the
shadow of the tall trees, but their step was listless, and they looked as if
existence was to them as great a struggle as was poor Mrs. Dombey's 'effort.'
Sixty years ago on a Sunday afternoon, Congo Square would present a very
different appearance, and as the boys who then sported on the green are
getting fewer and fewer every day, it is well worth the while to get from those
with us a picture of this old landmark of our city for those who come after us.
The fact is New Orleans has never had full justice done to her, and there are
hundreds of interesting places-interesting from a wealth of old associations
connected with them-that are, comparatively streaking almost unknown. The
square takes its name, as is well known, from the Congo Negroes who used to
perform their dance on its sward every Sunday. They were a curious people, and
brought over with them this remnant of their African jungles. In Louisiana there
were six different tribes of Negroes, named after the section of country from
which they came, and their representatives could be seen on the square. Their
teeth flied and their checks still bearing the tattoo marks. The majority of our
city Negroes came from the Kraels, a tribe who dwell in stockades. We had here
the Minahs, a proud, dignited, warlike race; the Congos, a treacherous shrewd,
relentless people; the Mandringus, a branch of the Congos; the Gangas, named
after the river of that name, from which they had been taken; the Hiboaas,
called by the missionaries the "Owls," a sulllen, intractable tribe, and the
Foulas, the highest type of the African, with but few representatives here. The
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slave trade, which had been abolished in 1807, was still keep up until as late as
1845, by cruisers which ran up the bayous and lagoons abounding on our coast,
as safely deposited their cargoes at appointed places. Bayou Barataria was a
regular thoroughfare for this trade.
These were the people that one would meet on the square about 1816
and 17. It was a gala occasion, these Sundays in those years, and not less than
two or three thousand people would congregate there to see the dusky dancers.
A low fence enclosed the square and on each street there was a little gate and
turnstile. There were no trees there then, and the ground was worn bare by the
feet of the people. About three o'clock the Negroes began to gather, each
nation taking their places in different parts of the square. The Minahs would not
dance near the Congos, nor the Mandringos near the Ganges. Presently the
music would strike up, and the parties would prepare for the sport. Each set had
its own orchestra. The instruments were a peculiar kind of banjo, made of a
Louisiana gourd, several drums made of a gum stump dug out, with a sheepskin
head, and beaten with the fingers, and two jawbones of a horse, which when
shaken would rattle the loose teeth, keeping time with the drums. About eight
Negroes, four male and four female, would make a set, and generally they were
but scantily clad. It took some little time began the tapping of the drums would
arouse the dull and sluggish dancers, but when the point of excitement came,
nothing can faithfully portray the wild and frenzied motions they would go
through. Backward and forward, this way and that, now together and now
apart, every motion intended to convey the most sensual ideas. As the dance
progressed the drums were thrummed faster, the contortions became more
grotesque until sometimes in frenzy the women and men would fall fainting to
the ground. All this was going on with a dense crowd looking on and with a hot
sum pouring its torrid rays on the infatuated actors of this curious ballet.
After one set had become fatigued they would drop out to be replaced by
others and then stroll off to the groups of some other tribe in a different portion
of the square. Then it was that trouble would commence and a regular set-to
with short sticks followed between the men and broken heads ended the day's
entertainment. On the sidewalks around the square, the old Negresses with
their spruce beer and pralines of peanuts, cocoanuts and popcorn, did a thriving
trade, and now and then beneath petticoats bottles of talla, a kind of Louisiana
rum, peeped out, of which the gendarmes were oblivious. When the sun went
down a stream of people poured out of the turnstiles, and the gendarmes
walking through the square would order the dispersion of the Negroes, and by
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gun-fire, at 9 o'clock, the place was well-nigh deserted. These dances were kept
up until about 1819, but not later, subsequently, however, the descendants of
the original Africans got up an imitation, but it could not compare to the weird
orgie or their progenitors. Since those old iron railing has been placed around
the square and trees planted, the traditions of the past still cling to the place.
The tom-toms have long since been laid away, and the old filled teeth darkies
have nearly all gone with them; but in the ruminative old Negress keeping the
flies off her modest stock of cocoanut candy and gingerbread, one can see the
type of the envious Congoes.
Eugene City Guard - December 6, 1879 - An old New Orleans slave dance. From
the Times Picayune.
Congo Square takes its name, as is well known from the Congo Negroes,
who used to perform their dance on its sward every Sunday. They were a
curious people and brought over with them this remnant of their African
jungles. In Louisiana there were six different tribes of Negroes, named after the
section of country from which they came, and their representatives could be
seen on the Square, their teeth filed and their cheeks still bearing tattoo marks.
The majority of our city Negroes came from the Kraels, a numerous tribe, who
dwell in stockades. We had here the Minahs, a proud, dignified, warlike race;
the Congos, a treacherous, shrewd, relentless people; the Mandringas, a branch
of the Congos; the Gangas, named after the river of that name from which they
had been taken; the Hiboas, called by the missionaries the "Owls," a sullen,
intractable tribe; and the Foulas, the highest type of the African, with but few
representatives here.
These were the people that one would meet on the square about 1816. It
was a gala occasion, these Sunday in those years, and not less than 2000 or 3000
people would congregate there to see the dusky dancers. A low fence enclosed
the square, and on each street there was a little gate and turnstile. There were
no trees then, and the ground was worn bare by the feet of the people. About 3
o'clock the Negroes began to gather, each nation taking their place in different
parts of the square. The Minahs would not dance near the Gangas. Presently the
music would strike up and the parties would prepare for the sport. Each set had
its own orchestra. The instruments were a peculiar kind of a banjo, made of a
Louisiana gourd, several drums made of a gum stump dug out, with a sheepskin
head, and beaten with the fingers, and two jawbones of a horse, which when
shaken would rattle the loose teeth, keeping time with the drums. About eight
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Negroes, four male and four female, would make a set, and generally they were
but scantily clad. It took some little time before the tapping of the drums would
arouse the dull and sluggish dancers, but when the point of excitement came,
nothing can faithfully portray the wild and frenzied motions they would go
through. Backward and forward, this way and that, now together and now
apart, every motion intended to convey the most sensual ideas. As the dance
progressed the drums were thrummed faster, the contortions became more
grotesque, until sometimes frenzy the women and men would fall fainting to
the ground. All this was going on with a dense crowd looking on, and with a hot
sun pouring its torrid rays on the infatuated actors of this curious ballet. After
one set had become fatigued, they would drop out to be replaced by other and
then stroll off to the groups of some other tribe in a different portion of the
square. Then it was that trouble would commence, and a regular set-to with
short sticks followed between the men, and broken heads ended the day's
entertainment. One the sidewalk around the square the old Negresses with
their spruce beer and peanuts, cocoanuts and popcorn, did a thriving trade, and
now and then beneath petticoats, bottles of taffia, a kind of Louisiana rum,
peeped out, of which the gendarmes were oblivious. When the sun went down
a stream of people poured out of the turnstiles, and the gendarmes, walking
through the square, would order the dispersion of the Negroes and by gun-fire
at 9 o'clock, the place was well-nigh deserted. These dances were kept up until
about 19819. Subsequently the descendants of the original Africans got up an
imitation, but it could not compare to the weird orgie of their progenitors.
New Orleans Item - March 6, 1881 - Dan Rice's Circuses
Tonight this great show will give their last entertainment at Congo
Square. A grand performance is promised for the last night n the square.
Tomorrow at noon there will be a matinee at the Ogden Park, better known as
the Delachaise Grounds, where Dan Rice will pitch his tent for the benefit of the
people in the sixth District.
New Orleans Item - April 9, 1881
The outdoor Congo Square gospel meeting of the Evangelist, Mr. Haskell,
and his Free Gospel Mission choir of young ladies are a success.
Times Picayune - February 25, 1893 - a "Place Beauregard"
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The city of New Orleans, while blest with man natural advantages, is also
reasonably well supplied with public squares and parks-lungs, or places for
respiration, promenading, or lounging. Bienville, the father of New Orleans, laid
out the Place d'Armes, in front of the cathedral, which, more than a century
later, was converted by Mme. Pontalba into a bower of roses and exotics, and
since ornamented with an equestrian statue of the defender of New Orleans.
The Place d'Armes was removed in the rear to Congo Square named by the city
in honor of Humboldt.
Alexander Von Humboldt, a naturalist scientist, was considered, by his
contemporaries the most famous man in the world after Napoleon. He was a
major figure in the classical period of physical geography. He was the first person
to describe the phenomenon and cause of human induced climate change.
Marble Hill Press - August 13, 1896 - Race Prejudice in New Orleans
The Negroes of New Orleans, who number 75,000 about one-fourth of the
whole population, have filed petitions with the several railroads to provide
them with some park or picnic grounds where they can go of an evenings. The
public parks are legally open to them, but the race prejudice is so strong that
very few venture to go there. For the past few years Spanish Fort, where
General Jackson entered New Orleans, has been their chief resort; but this
summer it was thrown open to the whites, and consequently closed to the
colored people. "Little Woods" has followed suit, and the Negroes have now
nowhere to go. They point out that even in slavery days they had their special
park set apart for them by the whites, and which still bears the name of "Congo
Square." It has been rechristened Place D'A'rmes and Beauregard Place, but all
is vain. It is still Congo Square, in spite of all the city ordinances, and the fact
that the Congo Negroes were crowded out a half-century ago. One of the
railroads and some of the leading Negroes are now looking for a quiet, secluded
spot that can be used as colored "Coney Island.
New Orleans Item - August 31, 1902 - Beauregard Square
This old place, formerly known as Congo Square and later as the Place
d'Armes, contains 2.40 acres and was originally the site of Fort St. Ferdinand,
one of the original five forts erected in 1798 around the city by Baron de
Carondelet, the Spanish governor, which were destroyed after the American
occupation. For many years it was the favorite drill ground of the militia and
also was used for balloon ascensions and exhibitions of fireworks and also for
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bull fights. In the corner nearest St. Claude Street the Negroes assembled on
Sunday afternoons and to the music of a drum, made of a hide stretched over a
barrel head and the rattling of a bone on the teeth of a mule's jawbone, danced
the dances they brought over from Congo, in Africa, hence the place was
familiarly known as "Congo Square." The park improvement fever reached that
neighborhood and soon Fazende, Raines and other enterprising citizens had the
iron fence down, walks laid out, a fountain built and the place made attractive.
The introduction of a fire alarm system with its 9 o'clock bell took the place of
the nightly gun fire signal which had for years been fired from Congo Square
after the gun had been removed from Jackson Square.
Evening Star, D.C. - March 22, 1909
Notwithstanding the Negroes of education and the light of the gospel in
this, the twentieth century, voodoo rites are still practiced in New Orleans, as
they are in Haiti and Santo Domingo. The Congo Square, or "Place des Negroes,"
used to be the scene of repulative rites and ceremonies until Gen. Butler
captured the city and suppressed serpent worship. Sunday evening was the
great holiday of the Negro population in slave days, and they used to assemble
in this square by the thousands to dance the '"Bamboula," the "Calinda" and
other fantastic figures. On a Sunday evening Congo Square presented a most
picturesque scene up till 9 o'clock, when a vesper cannon was fired as a signal
for them to return to their homes. The serpent worship occurred later and
secretly, when the colored devotees, both slaves and free, would steal away
from their houses at midnight. Voodoorites and serpent worship are said to
have been brought to New Orleans from Haiti and Santo Domingo, and the term
voodoo, which has been converted into hoodoo in the north, as a corruption of
the Haitian word "randaes," (?) within means corruption with the spirits of
darkness
S
Times Picayune - November 13, 1910 - Congo Square now Beauregard Square
Long, long ago, before the city spread
Across the ramparts, far about the town,
Was Congo Square, famed for many sights,
Which caused it to enjoy quite strange renown.
For here, when Spanish rule did flourish high,
Were bloody bull fights fierce held on this ground;
There rode the heroes in their glory clad,
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While cries of triumph loudly did resound.
When France again had claimed her own from Spain,
When slavery, with its evil deeds, held sway,
The awful voodoos oft danced in the square
Mid shades of night until dawn of day.
In secret places were their charms there hid,
With which to work from friends their fearful spell'
For superstition filled the place with dread,
and in its shadows their dark queen did dwell.
And e'en it is said somewhere within the park
A strangler had his strange abode quite long,
Who kill'd his victims in the stilly night,
And buried them in pits to hide his wrong.
And now the bull fights, voodoos, are no more,
The strangler's but a myth of distant past;
The Square in modern beauty stands in pride,
Where soothing shade its graceful trees now cast.
The rush of cars has chased away its ghosts,
The sound of traffic drowns the voodoos' song;
While birds and flowers breathe enchantment there,
And sunshine leads one i its walks along
Rixford J. Lincoln
Times Picayune - April 3, 1911 - April 3, 1911
One can hardly resize the facts here told by Colonel Cressy, in 1834, thus
proving how "the old order changeth," leaving scarcely a vestige of it in our day.
We cop verbatim:
"The lower order of colored people and Negroes, bond and free, assemble
i great numbers in Congo Square on every Sunday afternoon, in good weather,
to enjoy themselves in their own peculiar manner.
"Groups of fifties and hundreds may be seen in different sections of the
square with banjos, tomtoms, violins, jawbones, triangles and various other
instruments from which harsh or dulcet sounds may be extracted, and a variety,
indeed, of queer, geotactic, fantastic, strange and merry dancers are to be seen,
to amuse and astonish, interest and excite the outside barbarians' unskilled in
African manners and customs. The dancers are most fancifully dressed, with
fringes, shells, ribbons, little bells and balls, jingling and flirting about the
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performers' legs and arms, who sing a second or counter to the music most
sweetly, for all Africans have music in their souls, and in all their movements
and gyrations the most perfect time is kept, making the best with the fest,
heads or hands as correctly as a well-regulated metronome. Every stranger
should visit Congo Square once at least, and, my word for it, no one will ever
regret or forgot it. The gayeties continue till sunset, and at the 'gunfire' the
whole crowd dispersed, disappear, and the noise and hilarity are heard and
seen no more until the next blessed Dimanche."
Times Picayune - October 26, 1917 _- Orleans inspires ballet. Ottokar Bartik of
Metropolitan Opera is ere getting "atmosphere."
New Orleans is to have the honor of furnishing the inspiration and the
setting for the first American ballet, which will be produced during the second
week of January at the Metropolitan Opera, New York. The Metropolitan ballet
master, Ottekar Bartik, is in New Orleans for a few days to get the proper
atmosphere and spirit for the production, of which he is the author.
The theme was suggested by the old custom of the slaves gathering in
Congo Square on Sunday evenings to dance and enjoy their day of freedom.
Rosina Galli, the premier danseuse, will take the role of a quadroon girl, Mr.
Bartik dancing opposite her as a slave.
Mr. Bartik may take with him on his return to New York several "before
the war" darkies for use in the production. The title of the ballet is The Dance of
the Place Congo. The music is by Gilbert.
New Orleans Item - October 28, 1917 - "Congo Square Dance" to be staged by
Metropolitan Opera co.
Seeking "local color" for the ballet, "The Dance of the Congo Square"
Ottokar Bartik is in New Orleans.
He's the ballet master of the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, it is
said, has staged more big productions than any other man in the country.
Press notices have been sent broadcast within the last two months by the
Metropolitan Opera Company, announcing the ballet that is expected to
interpret scenes in the slave days of 1835 when mammies, plantation workers,
servants and their children gathered in what is now the Beauregard Square in
Rampart Street.
More than 150 persons will be in the "Dance of the Congo Square
according to Monsieur Bartik. Elaborate, costly scenery for the production is to
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be built. A bit of "local color" will be live alligators, real palms and Spanish
moss, and aged New Orleans Negroes taken to New York City only to sit around
the stage to give the "proper tone or atmosphere."
"I will open the ballet with special music for our great orchestra,
composed of old Southern Negro melodies," explained Monsieur Bartik. "The
curtain will rise and show the Congo Square. There will be a great crowd of
Negroes in their quaint, gaudy costume. The Negro praline vendor will be there.
The slave block-I am trying to get the one from the old St. Louis Hotel-will be in
the same spot as in the old days. The principal character will be a beautiful
mulatto who is in love with a hard-working honest, young slave. Their love is
threatened by a big brute of a Negro hated by everyone of the Congo Square.
The Negro is the 'bully' and forces the girl to accept his attentions and dance
with him. In disgust, while she dances with him and as he tries to kiss her, she
stabs him. The whole square dances over joy that the 'bully' is dead."
"But what do you do with the body?" a reporter interrupted.
"I have not decided. I will either throw him in the river or the canal
nearby, or- O, that will all be worked out."
Monsieur Bartik Thursday called on Dr. J. Moore Soniat in an effort to be
introduced to several Creole families and to get if possible stories of habits and
customs of the Negro servants before the war.
He will be here several days before returning to New York City. The ballet
is to be produced in January.
New York Tribune - March 17, 1918 - The dance of the slaves
The dances of the black slaves in New Orleans a hundred years ago
undoubt retained much of the character as they did relics of the names of the
native African dances. Neither Mr. Bartik nor any chorographer would dare to
reproduce them on a polite stage. They were apparently without exception
grossly indecent and lascivious. Mr. Cable does not venture into technical
details, but contents himself with picturesque generalities. "A sudden frenzy
seizes the musicians. The measure quickens, the swaying, attitudinizing crowd
starts into extra activity, the female voices grow sharp and staccato, and
suddenly the dance is the furious Bamboula. Now for the frantic leaps! Now for
frenzy! Another pair are in the ring! The man wears a belt of little bells, or, as a
substitute, little tin vials of shot, 'bram-bram sonnetti!' And still another couple
enter the circle. What wild, what terrible delight. The ecstasy rises to madness;
one-two-three of the dancers fall- bloucoutoum! boum!-with foam on their lips
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and are dragged out by arms and legs from under the tumultuous feet of
crowding newcomers. The musicians know no fatigue; still the dance rages on.
Times Picayune - April 7, 1918 - "Dance de la Place Congo" is coupled with
Premiere of Cadman's' "Shanewis."
In its policy of producing Native American operas-at somewhat rare
intervals- the Metropolitan Opera of New York has just put on a two-act lyric
work by Cadman and a one-act ballet by H. F. Gilbert. Cadman, already widely
known as a composer of pleasing Indian songs and the author of one Indian
opera, has adapted a quasi Indian subject for this new composition. "Shanewis,"
which seems to have met popular and critical approval.
Mr. Gilbert's ballet, while less successful in general estimation, is of
special interest to new Orleans since its theme is, n name and intention at least,
connected with the Crescent City. The old Place Congo used by George W. Cable
in one of his stories, offers the slave and semi-savage locale of the dance and
setting is said to be picturesque, although remote from any trace of New
Orleans realism. Of the premiere of the ballet Musical America prints the
following, which we reprint "as is," without correcting one or two obvious
errors in municipal geography and history.
"The Dance in Place Congo"
In considering Henry Gilbert's "Dance in Place Congo" it is very necessary
to introduce the topic with something of an apologia for the gifted Boston
composer. The work as visualized on the Metropolitan stage appears, according
to a sufficiently open secret, to be something quite alien to Mr. Gilbert's own
conception. Alterations and inventions of various sorts have, it would appear, so
obscured the composer's purpose that charges against the choreographic
proceedings cannot be laid heavily against him. As music, the work is powerful,
variegated, large conception, largely executed. As a terpsichorean spectacle it
has animation, picturequeness and color to commend it. But as a complete and
rounded art product it is so vague and so deficient in apparent aim that the
spectator is to a large extent perplexed with regard to the precise propose of
the thing.
Mr. Gilbert wrote the work originally as a symphonic poem. One finished
he found it dramatic enough for stage presentation. He devised a scenario
based upon descriptions by George W. Cable, which concerned the riotous
dances in the now obliterated Place Congo on the outskirts of New Orleansdances and doings in which Negroes, half-breeds, Indians, Spaniards, Creoles
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and adventurers of all kinds joined and which culminated in outbursts of
barbaric emotion and all that could be associated with such emotion. The fame
of these revels spread and gentlefolk came to look on-presumably at a safe
distance. Ottowar Bartik, under whose supervision the piece was produced,
made modifications in the original scenario. The story, as it now stands, tells of
the beautiful quadroon, Aurore. She is beloved by Remon, but another suitor,
Numa, seeks to obtain her for himself. He consults a Voodoo fortune teller, who
prophesies his death. As the jealous Numa is about to assail Remon the nine
o'clock bell, calling the slaves to their quarters, rings. Numa rushes at Remon
and Aurore stabs him. But the curtain falls on a scene of tragic foreboding as a
slave driver appears with uplifted whip to cow the gathering multitude of
blacks.
Even with a previous knowledge of these facts in mind it was difficult last
week to discover what the whole business on the stage was about, so
effectively was the original tale veiled in its present enactment. The audience
found pleasure, it is true, in the motley crew on the stage, the Negroes,
quadroons, mulattos, Creoles, the watermelon devouring pickaninnies, the
slave-drivers, the southern planters and others' who might have stepped out of
the pages of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." And the scenery, with its background of
lagoon and bayou with the distant spires of New Orleans showing through the
cypresses, while pigeons and an imposing flamingo worked overtime fling back
and forth, offered a sight to be admired. But the dances and the various and
sundry orgiastic and fleshly happenings were carried out in a style all the more
Italian as it sought to be Negro. But for their complexions and costumes the
revelers might have been Neapolitans. Indeed, they were Neapolitans or
Sicilians with a thin veneer of Louisiana camouflage. The characteristic Negro
walks, steps, hip-swayings and other corporeal undulations conveyed precious
little illusion of the real thing. Miss Galli as Aurore, Mr. Bonfiglio as Remon and
Mr. Bartik as Numa looked picturesque. But they were not of New Orleans or of
any place within many weary leagues of it.
Interest centered after all in the gorgeous music of Mr. Gilbert. Its
picturesque quality, its force, its variety of rhythm, color, harmonic and melodic
effect raise it to a much higher plane than his scintillant "Comedy
Overture,"Five Creole themes"-one of them the "Bamboula" which Coleridge
Taylor used, though with a difference-form the thematic substance of the work,
which is freely developed, but stoutly built in form, magnificent in
orchestration, extremely advanced in harmonic, modulatory and instrumental
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device. And the emotional range of this music is far-reaching. It has a tragic,
fatalistic, passionate quality, by turns languorous, brutal, exhilarating, crude,
sensuous or obviously vulgar. But always it pulsates, and ceaselessly shimmers
or burns with vivid tints. The tremendous exuberance, the cutting accents, the
striking employment of syncopations stamp on the work remarkably faithful
ethnographic features. A rare interpretative racial document, truly! Mr.
Monteaux, who conducted, grasped tolerably well the savage spirit of the hotly
pulsing and richly designed creation.
Times Picayune - March 31, 1922 - An Inquiry
To settle differences of opinion, will you kindly state whether Beauregard
Square (formerly Congo Square) is properly dedicated by the city as a public
square or whether it is property donated by an individual, with the strict proviso
that the property should always and forever be a public square
The controversy arose, when the question of an auditorium was being
discussed.
Sometime ago, Mr. Sullivan in an interview with one of your reporters,
suggested this very same square as a suitable site for the auditorium. In this
opinion I fully concur, if the commission Council could. (legally) appropriate the
square for the auditorium, which shall only be built (as it should be) when the
people will have voted it to be municipally owned.
New Orleans State - September 14, 1924- Beauregard Square once Congo
Square
Beauregard Square in Rampart Street, a short distance from the Old
Basin, now a beautiful place with green lawn, trees and flowers, has an
interesting history. It was formerly known as "Congo Square" and got that name
from the African slaves who congregated there in the early days of the city and
danced their weird "voo-doo' dances. George W. Cable described the square in
one of his stories of "Old Creole Days." it required many years for the people in
that section of the city to get used to the new name, Beauregard Square.
Times Picayune - February 16, 1928 - Beauregard Square once Voodoo center
Beauregard Square once known as "Congo Square" for years was the
scene of wild orgies by Negroes who assembled there for their festivals and
voodoo rites. Slaves, half-breeds, Indians, and the jetsam of Latin peoples,
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comprised the subjects of the "voodoo" queen. Bull fights were also staged in
the square while the Spanish controlled New Orleans.
Times Picayune - July 18, 1926 - The taunting melodies of Creole songs
Every Sunday afternoon the Bamboula dancers were summoned to a
wood yard on Dumaine Street by a sort of drum roll, made by rattling the ends
of two great bones upon the head of a empty cask, and I remember that the
male dancers fastened bits of tinkling metal or tin rattles about their ankles, like
those strings of copper gris-gris worn by the Negroes of the Soudan.
The "Calinda," according to Lafeadio Hearn, who saw it in the Antilles,
was a sort of war dance wherein the chief of the tribe would call upon his
followers, the entire gathering joining him in a series of convulsive gyrations to
the accompaniment of a war drum and other primitive musical instruments.
However, in the Place Congo, the "Calinda" was of a more harmless nature,
frequently danced to the air of "Michie Preval," the negresses in their bright
"foulards" and variegated "tignons" awaiting the signals of their swarthy
partners, "Danse Calinda, bou doum, bou douom!"
Then later the famed "Bamboula" would begin, the singers making all
manner of weird noises while the dancers would reach such a state of frenzy as
to fall to the ground exhausted, amid the clamorous shouts of "Bamboula!
Bamboula!"
New Orleans State - May 13, 1928 - Jungle Frolics were familiar sight in AnteBellum Days.
Congo Square, now known as Beauregard Square now the subject of
controversy because of the proposed erection thereupon of the new municipal
auditorium, with its weird dances of the slaves fresh out of Africa, is described
in an old newspaper article found among the scrap books in the possession of
the Louisiana State Museum in the Cabildo Says the article (October 12, 1879):
The Congo Dance. A glimpse of the old square of a Sunday afternoon sixty years
ago.
"The lazy tinkle of the bell on the car mules, the drowsy, drumming of the
cicadae on the tall sycamore trees, and the green flat of the sunlit grass
trembling beneath the afternoon's rays made Congo Square yesterday anything
but a cool retreat. It is true that now and again some vagrant leaf would go
sliding down the walk to the music of some passing puff of air, but these freaks
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would only make the uncomfortable heat all the more perceptible by contrast,
and the little zephyrs that did skirt around the corner seemed to have stopped
in for some time the baker's shop on Rampart Street to get warmed up. One or
two nurses trundled along dilapidated baby carriages in the shadows of the tall
trees, but their steps were listless, and they looked as if existence were as great
a struggle to them as was poor Mr. Bombey's effort. Sixty years ago on a Sunday
afternoon Congo Square would present a different appearance, and as the boys
who then sported on the green are getting fewer and fewer every day, it is well
worth the while to get from those with us the picture of this old landmark of
our city for those who come after us. The fact is New Orleans has never had full
justice done her, and there are hundreds of interesting places-interesting from a
wealth of old associations connected with them-that are, comparatively
speaking, unknown.
Named for Negroes
"The square takes its name, as is well known, from the Congo Negroes
who used to perform their dance on its asward every Sunday. They were a
curious people and brought over with them this remnant of the African jungles.
In Louisiana there were six different tribes of Negroes named after the section
of the country from which they came, and their representatives could be seen
on the square, their teeth filed and their cheeks still bearing tattoo marks. The
majority of our city Negroes came from the Kraels, a numerous tribe who dwell
in stockades. We had the Minahs, a proud, dignified, warlike race; the Congoes,
a treacherous shrewd, relentless people. The Mandringas, a branch of the
Congoes, the Gungas, named after their river of that name, from which they had
been taken; The Hibeas, called by their missionaries, owls, a sullen, intractable
race; and the Foula, the highest type of African, with but few representatives
here. The slave trade, which had been abolished in 1807, was still kept up as
late as 1845 by cruisers which ran up the bayous and lagoons abounding on our
coast as safely deposited their cargoes at the appointed places. Bayou Barataria
was a regular thoroughfare for this trade.
"These were the people one would meet on the square about 1817 or
1818. It was a gala occasion, these Sundays in those years and not less than two
or three thousand people would congregate there to see the dusky dancers. A
low fence enclosed the square and on each side of the street there was a little
gate and turnstile. There were no trees there then, and the ground was worn
bare by the beet of the people.
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Banjo made of Ground
"About three o'clock the Negroes began to gather, each nation take its
place in a different part in the square. The Manabs would not dance near the
Congoes, nor the Madringas near the Gungas. Presently the music would strike
up, and the parties would prepare for the sport. Each set had its own orchestra.
The instruments were a peculiar kind of banjo, made of the Louisiana gourd
several drums made of a gum stump dug out, with a sheepskin head, and
beaten with the fingers and two jawbones of a horse, which when shaken
would rattle the loose teeth, keep time with the drums.
About eight Negroes, four male and female, would make a set and
generally they were scantily clad. It took some little time before the tapping of
the drums would arouse the dullard sluggish dancers, but when the point of
excitement came, nothing can faithfully portray the wild and frenzied motions
they would go through. Backward and forward, this way and that, now
together, now apart, and every motion intended to convey the most sensual
ideas. As the dance progressed the drums thrummed faster, the contortions
became more grotesque until sometime in a frenzy the women .....
(ending of article not given)
Times Picayune - February 21, 1936 - Congo Square
Congo Square was set aside in 1723 as a place where the Negro slaves had
their bit of recreation. Weird echoes of boisterous voodoo rite still impinge
against the ears of modern New Orleans.
Times Picayune - February 21, 1936 - Romance?
That man of New Orleans legends have to do with her Negro population is
understandable, since word of mouth has always risen above written records
with this people. Of such like are the stories of voodoo rites on Congo Square
now known as Beauregard Square at Rampart and St. Peter Streets.
Times Picayune - February 21, 1936 - Congo Square
Congo Square was set aside in 1723 as a place where the Negro slaves had
their bit of recreation. Weird echoes of boisterous voodoo rites still impinge
against the ears of modern New Orleans.
Times Picayune - August 11, 1940
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Congo Square was given to the city by Claude Treme, at which time it
faced the ruins of the old fortifications built by Carondelet. Originally it was
called circus Square because Senor Cayetano long ago used the site for a
menagerie, with clowns, horsemen and other circus features. It became known
as Congo Square in ante-bellum times, when Negro slaves gathered here on
Sundays by the thousands for a day of singing, playing and relaxation, at which
time tables would be set up with food and drink, including coffee and la bierre
du pays.
Congo Square had lost the flavor of those old carefree days by 1874 when
Jacob Schoen & Son inaugurated the famous creed of one standard of service,
the highest, to all regardless of financial circumstance.
Times Picayune - August 11, 1940
Congo Square was given by the city by Claude Treme, at which time it
faced the ruins of the old fortifications built by Carondelet. Originally it was
called Circus Square because Senor Cayetano long ago used the site for a
menagerie, with clowns, horsemen and other circus features.

Times Picayune - April 15, 1945
And it starts with the new-born pop concerts to rebuild an old tradition,
in Beauregard Square home of a very old tradition. Once it was Congo Square.
Here Negro slaves sang, danced and frolicked until the curfew cannon's roar
sent them scurrying back to the masters' homes, unless they had a military pass.
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Like the legend of the heyday of the French Opera here, the legends of
the "Calinda" and the "Bamboula,” those African dances, and the tom-tom beat
of the ancient music, throbs through New Orleans yet.
Times Picayune - June 3, 1947 - Letter to editor
The suggestion that an opera house be built in front of the auditorium,
facing North Rampart Street, is out of the question. No doubt when Mr. Poche
made that suggestion he did not take into consideration as destroying Jackson
Square. There is hardly a book written about New Orleans which does not
mention historic Beauregard "Congo" Square. All tourists - visiting New Orleans
make their pilgrimage to Congo Square.
Times Picayune - January 2, 1949
Congo Square or Circus Place, patronized only by Negroes, had overgrown
walks, pitted and uneven sod and neglected, fine old trees. From it the old blue
walls of the parish prison, in Orleans Street, with its innumerable windows,
queer gables and oddly constructed towers, were plainly seen. Circuses
sometimes exhibited in the square under canvass awnings.
Times Picayune - August 27, 1949 - Jazz on "Congo Square"
Tuesday night beings the final concert of the interesting New Orleans Jazz
club series, in "pops" style, on Beauregard Square, experiment which many
hope will have proved successful enough to repeat next season.
The series has been interesting not only because of its concentrated
production of the form of jazz which signalizes New Orleans - dating to the
earlier part of the century - but because the locale is the same where African
rhythms and beats, forming its basic patterns, were introduced with improvised
"new world" instruments many scores of years before. This realization of the
part that old Congo Square must have played in the evolution of jazz seems to
have dawned upon its historians only in recent years.
It is known that Congo Square was the one and only Negro playground,
slave and free, and that among its entertainers were musicians equipped with
gourds, hollow logs, bones and various contrivances reminiscent of "spasm
band" paraphernalia of ore recent vintage. Reason says that it was here and in
this mode that the beat of Africa imposed itself upon the musical consciousness
of New Orleans. Contemporary literature will be searched in vain, we think,
however, for any direct reference to rhythmic diver gence from the
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conventional. European fabric such as to identify more closely the "Congo" with
the "modern" jazz.
Times Picayune - January 7, 1951
At a meeting at the St. Louis Hotel, initiated by the Mayor and Recorders
and others, a movement was launched to erect a monument to Gen. Andrew
Jackson on the Place d'Armes. It embraced changing the latter's name to
Jackson Square making Congo Square the Place d' Armes; and raising fund on a
statewide basis.
Times Picayune - November 28, 1963 - Quarter panel against plans. Resolution
raps Beauregard Square change
The Louisiana council for the Vieux Carre adopted the following resolution
at a meeting at Gallier Hall:
"Whereas certain member organizations of the Louisiana council for the
Vieux Carre have called public attention to the threat to sadly alter historic
Beauregard Square on N. Rampart St. between St. Peter and St. Ann Sts. at the
edge of the Vieux Carre: and:
"Whereas this square is a place of interest to all tourists and is included in
tour routes;
Therefore be it resolved, that although it is beyond its jurisdiction, the
Louisiana Council for the Vieux Carre declares its sympathy with the efforts to
prevent destruction of Beauregard Square and urges its members to take action
in the matter."
Times Picayune - November 10, 1963
Beauregard Square, hallowed by many memories, has existed from the
city's early days as a major historical section, the resolution point out. It is the
site of two colonial forts-French and Spanish. It became the celebrated Congo
Square where experts declare that New Orleans world-famed jazz had its birth,
and it eventually took the name of Louisiana's great confederate general, Pierre
Gustave Toulant Beauregard, who made his home a number of times in the
Vieux Carre.
Times Picayune - February 11, 1968
There were public dances in Congo Square on Sunday afternoons-the
Bamboula and the Calinda. The dancers did not wear the same clothes they
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were in the real rituals. They were clad in castoffs from their masters and
mistresses.
When things got too noisy in Congo Square the Voodoo culturist were
outlawed from the city, and moved to a Wishing Spot out on Bayou St. John.
Advocate (Baton Rouge) - December 31, 1967
The actual place in New Orleans where Jazz is said to have begun still
exists. It was called Congo Square then, but now is known as Beauregard
Square. In the early 18th century, slaves were permitted to dance in Congo
Square and as African rhythms gradually blended with European harmonics, and
European instruments came into use, Jazz evolved.
Times Picayune - April 16, 1968 - Jazz most prominent of city's musical genre.
There can e no exact date of jazz's birth, nor can its precise source be
determined. Some believe that jazz began in Congo Square where the primitive
rhythms of African ancestors were practiced with religious fervor. Congo Square
now called Beauregard Square on which the Municipal Auditorium stands at
North Rampart and Orleans Streets, was the gathering place of the slaves. There
they played and sang, accompanied by the haunting beats of tom-toms and
engaged in Voodoo rituals until such activities were forbidden by city decree in
1843.
Times Picayune - August 24, 1969 - New Orleans flashback
Deemed worthy of consideration was the proposition emanating from a
large number of our German fellow citizens to erect a monument to the
memory of Humboldt in the square, popularly known as Congo Square though
its real name was Place d'Armes, on the condition that the council would change
its name to "Humboldt Square." Jackson Square it was remembered
was called Place de' Armes until the statue of Jackson was erected, and then its
name was transferred to Congo Square.
This was the rendezvous of New Orleans slaves gathered to perform tribal
dances with strange names (Bamboula, Calinda)-names that snacked of
Dahomey, Guinea and Senegal. Music was provided by such primitive
instruments as "tam-tams," bamboulas, the semi-dried jawbone of an ass and a
crudely formed banjo. Turned on by the drums and music, the slaves stomped
and chanted their songs in a Creole patois. A festive affair, it was always full of
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tumult, animation and hilarity. Refreshment vendors, on the sidewalks, peddled
lemonade, biere douce (ginger beer) and estomac mulatre (ginger cakes).
At dusk the crowd dispersed to return to their masters. Wander back, the
slaves sang: "bonsoir danse, soleil couche!' (goodnight dance, the sun goes to
sleep!")
The Congo Square slave socials were discontinued during the Civil War
but were resumed after its termination and lasted as a part of the New Orleans
scene until Emancipation Days.
Before this place was Congo Square it was Circus Square site of visiting
carnivals, and before that, it was ceremonial ground of Oumas Indians. Today, in
this Space-and-Super Bowl age, it is Beauregard Square, a city block on North
Rampart Street in front of the Municipal Auditorium.
Beauregard Square and the auditorium site are hallowed grounds in the
history of jazz. This spring, traditional New Orleans jazz will have really come
full circle for a revitalized Jazz Festival is being staged on the very site where jazz
had its genesis.
Profound Influence
The Congo Square soirees were still in progress when Buddy Bolden, early
jazz pioneer, was yet a teenager. Their primitive "sol" flavor had profound
influence on Bolden who is credited with playing the first "hot blues." In 1894
he and Charlie Galloway parlayed several of the then-popular street songs and
blues into compositions for a small instrumental group that was the first band
to perform the music which eventually became jazz.
The blues grew out of slave chants like those heard in Congo Square in
grassroots work songs heard on riverfront and plantation, sugar cane and cotton
field and in spirituals sung at churches and funerals. Later they were modified
by the more classical music of the "gens de couleur libre," freed men of color
who absorbed not only French and Spanish surnames but the entire Creole
culture as well.... The time was the early 19th Century, the place, New Orleans,
and the occasion, the weekly slave dance in Congo Square.
This was the rendezvous of New Orleans slaves gathered to perform tribal
dances with strange names (Bamboula, Calinda)-names that snacked of
Dahomey, Guinea and Senegal. Music was provided by such primitive
instruments as "tam-tams," Bamboula, the semi-dried jawbone of an ass and a
crudely formed banjo.
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Turned on by the drums and music, the slaves stomped and chanted their
songs....
Times Picayune - October 28, 1973
The square contains a quiet fountain and several benches, upon which
elderly residents of the neighborhood doze in the afternoon sun.
It is hard to imagine that this peaceful setting was once the scene of
noisy, abandoned revelries conducted in the early 1800s by the slaves in the city
each Sunday afternoon. Known then as "Congo Square," this area was beaten
bare and hard by the stomping and pounding of hundred s of dark feet as the
slaves twirled and leaped to the sensuous music which accompanied their
special dances - "The Bamboula," "The Conujaille" and "The Calinda."
Until the Americans arrived in New Orleans about 1800, the Negro slaves
under the French and Spanish had been allowed little or no freedom of
movement or recreation. But soon after the Louisiana Purchase, the American
authorities began to allow the slaves to gather for dancing, and they quickly
took over the large open space at Rampart and Orleans, which had earlier been
used by Indians as a place of celebration for corn feasts. When the slaves began
to gather there, the place became known as Place des Negroes, later as Congo
Plains and then as Congo Square until after the Civil War, when it was changed
to Beauregard Square in honor of Gen. P. G. T. Beauregard of the Confederate
Army, who was born near New Orleans.
The slave dances were held under strict police supervision, and many
white citizens came to enjoy the spectacle, bringing visitors to the city with
them. According to written accounts, it was an exciting scene; the slaves wore
bright-colored clothing, and hawkers wandered through the crowds, selling
Ginger beer, pies, lemonade and ginger cakes. Music was provided by Jew's
harps, gourds filled with pebbles or grains of corn, wooden horns, banjos, and
all types of drums, including small ones called 'Bamboula," made of casks and
pounded by beef bones.
Cable wrote that the men dancers, wearing belts of tiny bells around their
waists and ankles, began to swing and bow as the music started. Soon, they
were stomping their feet, beating their fists against their chests and slapping
their open palms against their thighs. Then the women, curtsying and clapping
their hands, joined them. Together, the slaves began to sing loudly as they
leaped and pranced about in time to the music.
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Soon the dancing grew wild and frantic. Some dancers collapsed and were
dragged to one side. The remaining men and women swayed and chanted, eyes
closed, bodies writhing to the sensual music.
"The contortions of the encircling crowd were strange and terrible,"
wrote Cable, "and the din was hideous tignon, long gold earrings and usually a
blue dress, was the regal, haughty, enigmatic and thoroughly captivating Marie
Laveau.
Times Picayune - June 23, 1974
Fearful of a New Orleans insurrection similar to the one which took place
in St. Domingue, the Municipal council of 1817 issued an ordinance forbidding
slaves to gather except on Sundays and only in areas designated by the mayor.
This area was Congo Square.
However, the real rites of the Voodoos were never held in Congo Square,
they were celebrated along Bayou St. John and the shores of Lake
Pontchartrain.
Times Picayune - November 14, 1981
Back when the Normals ruled the New Orleans circuit (two long years
ago) pogoing and mangling were common extracurricular activities for hundreds
of young music followers in this area. Both were done in fun, and like any other
style of dancing, were a matter of fashion above all else. Since the days of
Congo Square frenetic dancing has been an escape value for the citizens of New
Orleans.
Advocate (Baton Rouge) - August 15, 1982
There's a beautiful square in New Orleans which through the years has
been known by many names. Separating the Municipal auditorium from
Rampart Street, the square is now part of Armstrong Park, dedicated to the
memory of the beloved Satchmo," Louis Armstrong.
It is no coincidence that this square is part of a park honoring Armstrong.
The square was once called Congo Square and in it New Orleans slaves would
gather for a weekly rendezvous. Tribal dances were performed to the sounds of
primitive instruments. It is here that jazz, Armstrong's great musical trademark,
had its origins.
Long before slaves arrived in Louisiana the Congo Square site was the
scene of Indian tribal ceremonies and visiting carnivals in early New Orleans
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performed her, and the place became known as Circus Square. But it was as a
gathering place for the slave society of New Orleans that the square became
historically famous. On the night of the weekly gathering the square would be
alive with the sights and sounds of eerie music and chants while refreshment
peddlers hawked their drinks and snacks. At dusk, all returned to their
respective masters who allowed the slaves to attend this most important
weekly event.
The site was later renamed Beauregard Square. With the creation of
Armstrong Park, the square was outfitted with intriguing fountains that have
since become a popular recreational spot for area children. Thousands of lights
twinkling overhead in the square many oak trees give the park a fantasy-like
night-time look.
State Times Advocate - September 15, 1991 - Taking it out of the drums in Congo
Square.
Moisture hung on the air, clung to lush foliage and glistened on the
foreheads of the small group that was letting it all hang out as they beat intently
on African drums. An African village? A Hollywood setting?
The setting was Congo Square in Louis Armstrong Park in New Orleans,
but it could just as easily have been a tribal gathering somewhere in Africa....
And 200 years ago (and earlier), the square was a gathering place where
hundreds of slaves beat on gourds, wood blocks and drums with hands and
sticks while bodies danced to the beat. Congo Square is the spot most
mentioned in discussions about the origins of jazz.
State Times Advocate - October 17, 1990
Voodoo rituals and dances were performed openly in New Orleans' Congo
Square (now called Beauregard Square and the ceremonies became a popular
tourist attraction - a precursor to the jazz for which Congo Square later became
famous. The more exotic rituals, however were held in secret on the shores of
Lake Pontchartrain during this most vibrant period in voodoo history.
Excerpts from Books
Congo Square - Matt Sakakeeny - Tulane University
In Louisiana's French and Spanish colonial era of the 18th century, slaves
were permitted to gather and sell goods every Sunday in a grassy field on the
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outskirts of the French quarter that later became known as Congo Square.
There, they played music and danced in the form of a ring shout, with small
groups of instrumentalists, singers, and dancers arranging themselves into a
circle surrounding a rotating cast of dancers. Because this tradition was allowed
to continue until the 1840s, after the city became part of the United States,
historians and musicologists have pointed to the Congo Square dances as crucial
to the establishment of Africanized cultural traditions in New Orleans.
Musicologist Samuel Floyd locates "all of the defining elements of black
music" in the ring shout, including "Call-and-Response devices, additive rhythms
and polyrhythms...timbral distortions of various kinds, musical individually
within collectivity...and the metronomic foundational pulse that underlies all
Afro-American music." The most detailed account of Congo Square, from a 1918
journal entry by Architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe, makes reference to several
of these characteristics. The many drummers, whose sound Latrobe compared
to "Horses tramping on a wooden floor" were likely creating the complex
polyrhythms that characterize ritual drumming in West Africa and the Americas.
While one group of women was "responding to the song of their leader" in calland-response fashion. Others were "walking by way of dancing, round the music
in the center," creating what Floyd would recognize "an activity in which music
and dance commingled, merged, and fused to become a single distinctive
cultural ritual.
The slave dances in Congo Square provided a formidable basis for the
development of the city as an epicenter of African American music, while also
communicating to the fascinated crowds on the square's perimeter. The only
accounts of the dances were written by white spectators, and the most popular
image associated with the dances, the drawing by E.W. Kemble, was illustrated
in 1868, long after the dances ended, by someone who had never attended
Congo Square is then not only an important side for African cultural retentions
and the future of American music. It also teaches us about race relations and
myth making through music.
Journal of Latrobe
Street and approaching the common, I heard a most extraordinary noise,
which I supposed to proceed from some horse-mill, the horses tramping on a
wooden floor. I found however, on emerging from the house to the common
that I proceeded from a crowd of 5 or 6 hundred people, assembled in an open
space or public square. I went to the spot and crowded near enough to see the
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performance. All those who were engaged in the business seemed to be black. I
did not observe a dozen yellow faces. They were formed into circular groups, in
the midst of four of which that I examined (but there were more of them) was a
ring, the largest not ten feet in diameter. In the first were two women dancing.
They held each a coarse handkerchief, extending by the corners, in their hands,
and set to each other in a miserably dull and slow figure. Hardly moving their
feet or bodies. The music consisted of two drums and a stringed instrument. An
old man sat astride of a cylindrical drum, about a foot in diameter, and beat it
with incredible quickness with the edge of his hands and fingers. The other
drum was an open-staved thing held between the knees and beaten in the same
manner. They made an incredible noise. The most curious instrument, however,
was a stringed instrument, which no doubt was imported from Africa. On the
top of the finger board was the rude figure of a man sitting posture, and two
pegs behind him to which the strings were fasted. The body was a calabash. It
was played upon by a very little old man, apparently 80 or 90 years old. The
woman squalled out a burden to the playing. At intervals, consisting of two
notes, as the Negroes working in our cities respond to the song of their leader.
Most of the circles contained the same sort of dances. One was larger, in which
a ring of a dozen women walked, by way of dancing, round the music n the
center. But the instruments were of different construction. One which the color
of the wood seemed newly consisting of a black cut into something of the form
of a cricket bat, with a long and deep mortise down the center. This thing made
a considerable noise, being beaten lustily on the side by a short stick. In the
same orchestra was a square drum, look like a stool, which made an
abominable, loud noise; also a calabash with a round hole in it, the hole
studded with brass nails, which was beaten by a woman with two short sticks. A
man sung an uncouth song to the dancing, which I suppose was in some African
language, for it was not French and the women screamed a detestable burden
on one note. The allowed amusement of Sunday have, it seems, perpetuated
here those of Africa among its former inhabitants. I have never seen anything
more brutally savage and at the same time dull and stupid, than this whole
exhibition. Containing my walk about a mile along the canal, and returning after
sunset near the same spot, the noise was still heard. There was not the least
disorder among the crowd, nor do I learn, on inquiry, that these weekly
meetings of the Negroes have ever produced any mischief.
New Orleans Catholic Funerals
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The parade of funerals is still a thing which is peculiar to New Orleans,
among all the American cities. I have twice met, accidentally, a funeral. They
were both of colored people; for the coffin was carried by men of that race, and
none but Negroes and quadroons followed it. First marched a man in a military
uniform with a drawn sword. Then came three boys in surplices, with pointed
capes, two carrying staves with candle sticks in the form of urns at the top and
the third, in the center, a large silver cross, at some distance behind came
Father Anthony and another priest, who seemed very merry at the ceremony of
yesterday, and were engaged in loud and cheerful conversation at some
distance came the coffin. It was carried by four well-dressed black men, and to it
were attached six white ribbons about two yards in length, the ends of which
were held by six colored girls, very well dressed in white, with long veils. A
crowd of colored people followed confusedly, many of whom carried candles
lighted. I stood upon a step till the whole had passed and counted 69 candles.
In going home to my lodging this evening, about sunset, I encountered a
crowd of at least 200 Negroes, men and women-who were following a corpse to
the cemetery. Of the women one-half, at least, carried candles; and as the
evening began to dark, the effect was very striking, for all the women, and man
of the men, were dressed in pure white. The funerals are so numerous here or
their occupy so much of every afternoon, in consequence of their being almost
all of them, performed by the same set of priests, proceeding from the same
Parish church, that they excite hardly any attention. But this was so numerous
attended that I was tempted to follow it and, getting just in a line with the
priests I entered the churchyard with them and placed myself close to the grave.
The grave was about three feet deep, of which 18 inches were filled with water.
It had been dug in a mass of earth and bones which formed a little hillock by its
side. Ten or twelve skulls were piled up upon the heap, which looked more like
a heap of sticks, so numerous were the ribs and thigh bones that partly
composed it. As soon as the priests, who were five in number, had entered the
cemetery, preceded by three boys carrying the usual pair of urns and a crucifix
on staves, they began their chant, lazily enough and continued it till they arrived
at the grave. The coffin was then brought and immediately let down. It swam
like a boat in water. The priest began his prayers. In the meantime a great
crowd of women pressed closer to the grave, making very loud lamentations. At
a particular passage the grave digger, who was a little gray-haired negro, naked,
excepting as to a pair of ragged, short breeches, threw a shove full of earth
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upon the coffin, and at the same instant one of the Negro woman, who seemed
more particularly affected, threw herself into the gave upon the coffin, and
partly fell into the water, as the coffin swam to one side.
African American Registry - Congo Square, the Soul of New Orleans
Congo Square is celebrated on this date's Registry from 1817. It is the
informal name for an open area in the southern corner of Louis Armstrong
Memorial Park in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Officially named Beauregard Square and Congo Plains, the site is paved
with cobblestones and has large oaks and ornaments. The site has remained an
open meeting area since the establishment of the city in 1718. Before 1800,
Black slaves gathered on Sunday afternoons in the open field just outside the
city walls on the edge of the Treme Plantation. Blacks, both enslaved and free,
used the space to market goods, socialize, and participate in drumming, music
and dance.
The community helped maintain a musical heritage and social cohesion in
the African community in 1817, the City Council of New Orleans passed
legislation allowing African slaves meetings for dancing on Sunday. These
meetings would take place in a public location chosen by the mayor, which was
Congo Square.
The primary instrument for the cultural music expression was a long
narrow African drum. It came in various sized from three to eight feet long and
had previously been banned in the south by whites. Other instruments used
were the triangle, a jawbone, and early ancestor to the banjo. Many types of
dances were performed in Congo Square, including the "Flat-footed-shuffle"
and the "Bamboula."
The locals and a growing list of visitors to the city also went there to listen
to Black music and to dance. One of the most reasonable explanations for the
spiritual symmetry between West Africa and the city of New Orleans at that
time was that it was a Catholic colony. Catholicism's acceptance of a variety of
saints and spirits was a major factor in the religion's ability to both embrace and
assimilate African spiritually. According to Bruce Raeburn, the curator of the
Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane University: "There is a greater ease that is made
possible between African regions and Catholicism. The iconography of the
Catholic faith is not stark, but rather, it's loud and in its own way colorful. It
lends itself to the kinds of additions that we find in African spirituality.
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So a less restricted attitude towards other religions that existed in New
Orleans allowed for African retentions. The music and the spirituality inherent
to it, which developed out of Congo Square, exemplified this. Congo Square
represents an Africanized approach to music and culture. As time went by, the
music of New Orleans spread throughout the country because of the travels of
such early jazz musicians as Louis Armstrong, Sydney Bechet, Jelly Roll Morton,
Mahalia Jackson and others. The music continued to thrive in New Orleans,
permeating every aspect of people's lives in the Crescent City. The use of this
area declined in the 1840s and ended by the beginning of the Civil War.
In his book Sidney Bechet wrote: "Down at the bottom of it-inside it,
where it starts and gets into itself-down there it had the same thing there is at
the bottom of ragtime. It was already born and making in the music they played
at Congo Square. Sundays when the slaves would meet-that was their free dayhe beat out rhythms on the drums at the square-Congo Square they called it. At
nine o'clock in slavery days the music and dancing at the square ended with a
cannon shot, fired above the sounds of the instruments and the drumming feet.
It was time to go "home.' Time to cease remembering time to be a slave again."
"Sunday when the slaves would meet-that was their free day-he (Bechet's
grandfather) beat out rhythms on drums at the Square-Congo Square they
called it-and they'd all be gathered there around him. Everyone loved him. They
waited for him to start things; dances, shouts, moods even. Anything he wanted
to do, he'd led them. His name was Omar."
Bechet also wrote about Sunday morning for the slaves:
But Sunday morning it was different. He'd wake up and start to be a slave
and then maybe someone would tell him: "Hell, no. Today's Sunday, man. It
ain't Monday and it ain't Tuesday; Today's free day." And then he'd hear drums
from the square. First one drum, then another one answering it. Then a lot of
drums. Then a voice, one voice. And then a refrain, a lot of voices joining and
coming into each other. And all of it having to be heard. The music being born
right inside itself, not knowing how it was getting to be music, one thing being
responsible for another. Improvisation. That's what it was. It was primitive and
it was crude, but down at the bottom of it-inside it, where it starts and gets into
itself-down there it had the same thing there is at the bottom of ragtime. It was
already born and making in the music they played at Congo Square.
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And that square, in a way of speaking, it was my grandfather's square. He
never had to hear it from a distance, because he was always ahead of the music
there. It was there in his mind even before he got to the square and began
performing it. It was his drum, his voice, his dancing. And people had to come,
they couldn't move away from it. It was all the people, the masters too.
Another thing about this Congo Square-sometimes it was used for a
selling block. The masters would come there to buy and sell their slaves."
A description of dancing in Congo Square in Thomas Brothers book on
Armstrong states:
"From Louisiana comes through often in descriptions of slave dancing.
From Louisiana in 1833 there is a report on "Congo dancers 'striking their thighs
and their hands in time. A description from Jamaica in 1774 attends to female
hips: "the execution of this wriggle, keeping exact time with the music, is
esteemed among them a particular excellence, and on this account they begin
to practice it so early in life, that few are without it in their ordinary walking.
The World That Made New Orleans by Ned Sublette
Congo Square is the sacred ground in the history of African America and
legendary cornerstone of black New Orleans music. There is much myth and
legend about New Orleans, but Congo Square was a real place. It was the only
place in the antebellum United States where enslaved African Americans were
allowed to hold public gatherings to dance, play ancestral drums, and sing n
ancestral languages, albeit under police supervision. Those Sunday dances must
have been avant-garde, if you will: a site not only of memory and tradition, but
also of culturally encrypted communication, and a laboratory where a new
musical and lyrical vocabulary evolved....
Slaves in Louisiana generally had Sunday for themselves, and many of
those living in the vicinity went to New Orleans to sell the products of their
labor, work to earn money, purchase necessities at stores that eagerly sought
their business, and generally enjoy themselves (And dance in Congo Square.)
Was the bishop speaking of the main market at the Plaza de A'rmes, or
the market commons at the more familiar location of Congo Square at Rampart
and Orleans Streets? It's not clear. In the Spanish years, there would have been
no reason for black dancing to have been restricted to one spot, as it later
would be under the Anglo-Americans. There are eyewitness accounts of dancing
on the levees. There was probably dancing wherever there was a market,
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dancing on the docks, dancing everywhere, like there was (and still is) in Cuba.
None of which takes away from the importance of that spot across Rampart
Street today remembered by the English name of Congo Square.
The slaves' gathering in New Orleans were repeatedly noted by travelers.
To see that many slaves assembling in public (albeit under the watchful eye of
soldiers), let alone on Sunday, stood in sharp contrast to the southern Untied
States. "There may nowhere assemble more than 7 male Negro slaves," wrote
Johann Schopf of his travels through Charleston in 1784. "Their dances and
other assembles must stop at 10 o'clock in the evening."
Congo Square occupies a central place in the popular memory and
imagination of New Orleans....we have some knowledge of the instruments that
were played n Congo Square.
There is a mention of Place Congo in a 1786 letter by "auxiliary Bishop
Cyrillo Sieni, known in English as Cyril of Barcelona. A Spanish Capuchin friar,
known for his rigidity, he denounced "the wicked custom of the Negroes, who,
at the hour of Vespers, assemble in a green expanse called Place Congo to dance
the Bamboula and perform hideous gyrations."
It is possible that several hundred people drumming, dancing, and singing
across what is now Rampart Street would have disturbed vespers in the
cathedral, six blocks over on the other side of town. But is seems more likely
that the bishop was speaking of dances at the market right by the cathedral....
Christian Schultz, a traveler who witnessed the Congo Square dances in
1808 descibes:
"Twenty different dancing groups of the wretched Africans, collected
together to perform their worship after the manner of their country. They have
their own national music, consisting for the most part of a long kind of narrow
drum of various sizes, from two to eight feet n length, three or four of which
make a band. The principal dancers or leaders are dressed in a variety of wild
and savage fashions, always ornamented with a number of tails of the smaller
wild beats...These amusements continue until sunset, when one or two of the
city patrols show themselves with their cutlasses, and the crowd immediately
disperse.
Schultz saw the dance at Congo Square as worship, correctly identifying
the spiritual component of the music and dance, though I have never heard
people in Africa religion speak of 'worship.'...
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When we talk about Congo Square we can assume that African religions
were being practiced, or referred there. Whether voodoo or something else-and
black New Orleans as a whole was buzzing with them.
The variety of sounds at Congo Square was commented on by James
Creesy who, visiting fifteen years after Latrobe's description and more favorably
disposed to the experience, saw "banjos, tom-toms, violins, jawbones, triangles
and various other instruments. harmony was present he noted that dancers
"sing a second or counter to the music most sweetly," and observed that "in all
the dancers movements, gyrations and attitudinizing exhibitions, the most
perfect time is kept, making the beats with the feet, head, or hands, or all, as
correctly as a well-regulated metronome."
Congo Square may have looked like it was nothing but a party, but to play
a hand drum in 1918 in the United States, where overt manifestation of
Africanness had elsewhere been so thoroughly, deliberately erased, was a
tremendous act of will. Memory and resistance. Thomas Nuttall, who visited the
city in 1820, observed on Sunday afternoon "the Negroes assemble in the
suburbs of the city, and amuse themselves by dancing...."
The meetings at Congo Square must have been rich with all kinds of coded
meaning. One could even red into them a kind of sonic marronage; the drums
were a way slaves cold escape, if only for a few hours. The jams at Congo Square
were stopped in 1835, the apparently restarted for a time, but definitively shut
down by 1851. That year, Congo Square - officially called Place Publique, for
there was never any place officially called Congo Square-received the name o
Place d'Armes, while the area formerly known as Place d'Armes was renamed
Jackson Square, a name it retains to the present day. The former Congo Square
became a site for military drill....
We know a few things about the music at Congo Square, and we can
make some educated guesses. We know there was a diversity of rhythms,
styles, timbres, costume, and drums. As early as 1799 fifes and fiddles were
used, writes Henry Kmen, "and in time banjos, triangles, Jew harps, and
tambourines were added. We can be pretty sure the rhythm called habanera or
tango was one of the rhythms being played.....
I would bet that in Latrobe's day, the drummer who sits on the drum
marked the steps of a solo dancer as he does today all down the Antilles. There
was likely some form of contradanse. Quite possibly, something like the pursuit
and capture dance that in Cuba became 'gauguanco' was going on. We can
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suppose that people sang to sprits, commented on their situation, and praised
and insulted each other in verse.
Kmen writes: Observers tell of seeing jigs, fandangos, and Virginia
breakdown in the square.
Time Line
Dancing from 1786 to 1864
1718 - Plantation dances on plantations
1723 - Oumas Indian's corn fest
1723 - Congo Square set aside for Negro Gathering & dancing
1724 - Code Noir
1751 - Regulations forbade Negro assemble for an reason
1760 - Fort built at Congo Square
1786 - First mention of gathering of Negroes in Congo Square
Congo Square name is nickname
1798 - Ft. Ferdinand
1803 - Louisiana Purchase
1807 - Slave trade abolished
1816 - Circus in Congo Square
1817 - Slave dancing restricted in New Orleans only to Congo Square
1837- Canceled
1845 - Dancing continued in Congo Square
1851 - Dances shut down to 1855 (Named Place d'Armes)
1861 - Political meeting in Congo Square
1864 - Celebration of Emancipation
1864 - Dancing ceased in Congo Square
1965 - Meeting morning assignation of Lincoln
1881 - Dan Rice Circus in Congo Square
1884 - Improvements made to Congo Square
1893 - Congo Square named Beauregard Square
The dances in Congo Square began around 1786 and at times was
canceled and then revived until the middle 1850s.
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Photos

1819
Ancestor of Banjo

African Circle Dance
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African Circle Dance
Instrument seen by Latrobe in Congo Square
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Bamboula - Gottschalk - 1844/45
Piano performance
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The Bamboula - Samuel Coleridge Taylor - 1911
Piano performance
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Gottschalk's Bamboula Polka -
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Orchestra Performance Samuel Coleridge Taylor Bamboula Rhapsodic Dance OP 75

Synopsis of Gottschalk's Bamboula
Intro- 12 bars
A1 - 8 bars
A2 - 8 bars
A3 - 8 bars
A4 - 8 bars
A5 - 4 bars (extension)
B1 - 8 bars
B2 - 8 bars
C1 - 8 bars
C2 - 8 bars
Interlude - 4 bars
A6 - 8 bars
A7 - 8 bars
D1 - 8 bars
D2 - 8 bars
E1 - 8 bars
E2 - 8 bars
Interlude - 4 bars

A8 - 8 bars
F1 - 8 bars
F2 - 8 bars
F3 - 8 bars
F4 - 8 bars
Interlude- 4 bars
G1 - 8 bars
G2 - 8 bars
G3 - 8 bars
Extension - 2 bars
H1 - 8 bars
Extension - 2 bars
A9 - 8 bars
Interlude - 10 bars
I1 - 8 bars
J1 - 8 bars
J2 - 8 bars
J3 - 8 bars

K1 - 8 bars
K2 - Interlude - 4 bars
L1 - 8 bars
L2 - 8 bars
Extension - 4 bars
M1 - 8 bars
E3 - 8 bars
E4 -- 8 bars
E5 - 8 bars
A 10 - 8 bars
A11 - 8 bars
Extension - 5 bars-Fine.
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Synopsis of Taylors Bamboula
Intro - 8 bars
A - 8 bars
B1 - 8 bars
B2 - 8 bars
C1 - 8 bars
Interlude - 4 bars
D - 8 bars
E - 10 bars
Interlude - 4 bars
G1 - 8 bars

F1 - 8 bars
G - 8 bars
C2 - 8 bars
Interlude - 8 bars
H - 8 bars
I - 8 bars
J1 - 8 bars
J2 - 8 bars

Gottschalk's Bamboula Polka
A1 - 8 bars
A2 - 8 bars
B - 8 bars
C - 8 bars
D - 8 bars
E - 8 bars
A3 -8 bars
A4 - 8 bars

Extension - 3 bars
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Metairie Ridge:

Metairie Ridge was once a natural 3 foot ridge traversed by Native
Americans and settled by the French. The area was swamp (later filled in) and
farmland including a hog farm before a 1915 streetcar line tacked Metairie
Ridge and became part of urban settlements. The ridge followed the course of
Bayou Metairie now mostly Metairie Road. During Antebellum times there was
a horse race track there. In 1882 Fort Parapet was build there. On the 27th of
February 1880 a duel took place there between Maj. E. A. Burke of the
Democrat, and Maj. H. J. Hearsey of the States. The duel was fought with
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pistols; distance, 10 paces. After firing two shots each, friends interposed, and
the difficulty was adjusted. Metairie Ridge, like Congo Square, was a favorite
gathering place for slaves to dance and sing. When only Congo Square was
designated for slave gathering Metairie Ridge gatherings was stopped. Today
the area includes Metairie Playground, Airline Village Shopping Center and Old
Metairie Village Shopping Center.
Newspaper Articles
Daily Crescent - June 5, 1849
in addition to the direction of the Mississippi River, we must also look at
the course of the Metairie Ridge. If we start from Harlem Avenue, the Ridge
runs for several hundred yards nearly parallel with the river, after running from
the river, approaches it again until, near the upper line of Carrollton, it is not
more than one or two hundred yards further from the Mississippi than at
Harlem.
The Freeman (Ohio) - March 16, 1850
An inspection of the map and profiles will show that new Orleans is
situated in a valley, formed by the river bank on one side, and the Metairie
Ridge on the other. The average depth of the valley is fifteen feet below the
high water lie of the Mississippi; five feet below the crest of the Metairie Ridge,
and about one foot above the ordinary high tides of Lake Pontchartrain.
New Orleans Republican - May 10, 1868
Another mode of draining New Orleans has been suggested and may be
worthy of consi9deration. Metairie Ridge is a strip of land extending from above
the town of Carrollton to a point below the city, about midway between the
river and the lake. From the crown of this ridge the land stopes toward the river
to a point or line of Hagan Avenue Canal, and the natural drainage is toward the
river, while, on the other hand, the drainage of that portion lying between the
river and Hagan Avenue Canal is from the river; consequently, all the drainage
of that portion of the city lying between the river and the ridge finds its lowest
point at Hagan Avenue Canal, and must be gotten rid of either by an outlet to
the lake, or by pumping into the river.
There were a number duels fought on Metairie Ridge. Below is one example:
Recorder-Tribune - February 5, 1880
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A duel took place on Metairie Ridge, near New Orleans' on the 27th,
between Maj. E. A. burke of the Democrat, and Maj. H. J. Hearsey of the States.
The duel was fought with pistols; distance, 10 paces. After firing two shots each,
friends interposed, and the difficulty was adjusted.
Griggs Courier - January 20, 1888
When I was in the army; during the winter of 1862 we were camped at
the upper end of Metairie Ridge, some few miles back of Carrollton, La., and
some seven or eight from New Orleans. toward Lake Pontchartrain there was an
almost impassable cypress swamp and on the river side wet soughs. The ride
was from a quarter to a half a mile in width and thickly settled....
Just where our regiment was camped the ridge was divided by a bayou,
and back of us, across this bayou, was camped probably a thousand
contrabands. Te blacks were suffering from fevers and other sickness and dying
off very fast, although they were thoroughly acclimated under ordinary
circumstances
The Voodoo Tree in Congo Square
The Sun (New York) August 09, 1891 - The Voodoo tree
There is a haunted tree in the romantic old plaza of Congo Square around
whose scared and hallowed trunk it is said that the ghosts, of long dead Voodoo
queens dance when the rain falls in the moonlight-but at no other time. Then
they come down from the black stork clouds in the drops of rain, and their rites
are lit by the witching brightness of Hecote, the goddess of witches. These are
the ghosts. Yet not many years ago, before the white light of electric lamps
dissipated the shadows of the Congo Square with a seemingly perpetual
moonlight, there were wild dances about that same hollow tree, and there were
weird phantasmagoria of hideous faces and impassioned forms showing
beneath the fitful glare of foggy oil lamps.
No mere dramatic spot cold have been chosen by these wizards and
witches for their nocturnal rites. The square itself is odorous of romance, of
duels, and abductions, and of undiscovered deaths. A stone's throw away are
the hoary walls of the historical parish prison, beyond is the aged Treme
Market, to the left of the tree the black waters of the Old Basin with its
crowding of dark vessels like a glimpse of Venice. Behind it the hold walls of the
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venerable French cathedral, from whose deep-loud belfry comes ever and anon
through the night the ominous ringing of the hours.
The story of the Voodoo tree is this:
Years ago, when the Voodoos were a power among the ignorant and
superstitious denizens of the slums contiguous to Congo Square, there dwelt in
a shanty; a certain Voodoo queen, who was known to her benighted followers
as Zourinous. Zourinous was progressive; Zoaurinous was poor: Zourinous was
ambitious; Zourinous was well qualified by an insidious and unscrupulous mind
to gain that ascendancy over her ignorant followers which would give her not
only fame, but riches. A peculiarly lean and angular form, a distorted and
hideous face, and a wonderful strength and supernatural ability added to her
intellectual capacities that palpable intrinsic superiority which goes so far in
impressing the savage.
Zourinous advertised that she had charms of singular potency for the
quieting of enemies; that human obstacles to success wee rapidly, affectively,
and permanently removed, without loss of blood and without the possibility of
police interference.
Her patrons were not few, but she wanted more. The ceremonials must
be more public. This would increase her popularity. Her popularity would
necessarily increase her clientele. The increase of her clientele would be rapidly
followed by a more plethoric condition of her exchequer.
One night Zourinous walked through Congo Square. As she passed a
certain tree her attention was attracted by the peculiarly of a hollow in its side.
The hollow was large, wide, and high enough for a tall man to stand on. Its
shape was that of an Indian spear head. The quick perceptions of Zourinous
immediately turned all of this to account.
She announced to her followers that in the smoke from her caldron of
simmering fats and fetishes she had read that in the Congo Square there was a
tree in which was a hollow, modeled after the fashion of the magic spear of a
powerful wizard of the East. This would wonderfully augment the efficiency of
her already preternatural magic. In future all of her charms and dances would
take place after midnight around the tree. Thus instructed, subjects of her
witchery came in the quiet of night to the Voodoo tree of Congo Square.
Zourinous and her assistants were there before them. They had the tree already
arranged.
In its hollow were deposited the feet of toads, the heads of chickens, the
preserved toes of dead Negroes, and a great steaming tin bowl of stew
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compounded of various disgusting and unsavory articles. The individual to be
charmed was stood in the hollow tree. The Voodoo queen sat down in front of
him, her oldest hag beat upon a tankard, and the rear of the crew joined hands
and danced with horrible contortions of face and body around the enchanted
tree. The person to be charmed before coming out placed beneath the bowl of
stew the money which he owed the witches for their enchantment. these weird
dances were kept up for a long while, and were eventually broken up by a
drunken tar from a United States vessel anchored in the river. This individual
ran afoul of the Voodoo tree in the midst of the festivities. The dance was
stopped at his approach and the Voodoos, with horrible grimaces and yells,
tried to drive him off.
But the fearless and intoxicated tar was not to been thus disposed of. He
announced himself as a friend or an enemy, at the option of the witches. He
added impressiveness to his remarks by the production of a terrifying marlin
spike, and said that he would like to have a certain boatswain hoodooed for
having used his influence to put him in the brig. Upon his producing a $10 bill he
was told to enter the tree. This the tar immediately did, and, leaping down to
place his donation below the bowl, he observed a number of other bills and a
number of shining coins. "This is my prize," remarked the tar to himself,
whereupon he rolled up his sleeves and took his trusty marlin spike in one hand
and the dish of steaming stew in the other and sailed forth to defeat the enemy.
Te excited Voodoos dancing around the tree were taken by surprise and
completely routed. The tar opened the war by throwing the hot stew over the
bedizened form of the queen, Zourinous. He then cracked the next dignitary in
tower over the head with the bowl. The queen sped rapidly off and upon the
jolly tar making a terrific onslaught on the remainder of the crew, they followed
the precedents seen by their superiors. The tar placed both his hands upon his
hips and laughed loud and long. He then gathered the money from the tree,
sheathed his marlin spike and fled to the nearest grog shop to get drunker
That ended the Voodoo dance in Congo Square. Zourinous was rich and
did not care. This roost, having lost their leader, had not sufficient handibued to
risk meeting another drunken sailor.
New Orleans native Oscar Felix also talked of this tree:
"In the square was a big hollow tree. Two men could stand in it at the
same time. Every Monday all the workers and the people who believed in and
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followed Marie Laveau would come to this tree. They would bring money never more than fifteen cents."
Metropolitan Ballet on Congo Square - March 17, 1918 - The Dance in Congo
Square, New Orleans-the place, the people and the music-Mr. Gilbert's scoreInstruments of the Africans-Some Creole Songs and also their Texts
When the announcement was made last autumn that a ballet called "The
Dance of the Place Congo," with music by Henry F. Gilbert, was to be a feature
of the season at the Metropolitan Opera House old memories were awakened
in the mind of The Tribune's chronicler and reviewer of musical matters, and he
indulged in some lively speculation as to what the music and the dancing would
be like. The reason ought to have been obvious enough to readers of this
journal. Only four years before a series of essays, descriptive, historical and
analytical, had been published in the musical section of the paper for an entire
summer, and in January of 915 they appeared in book form from the press of G.
Schirmer under the title "Afro-American folk songs." But that was not the only
reason why the writer's curiosity and interest were excited by the
announcement. The title of the ballet indicated pretty plainly that the
suggestion for it had come from an article which had been printed in "The
Century Magazine" thirty-two years before, in which we had a modest and timid
hand. The author was George W. Cable, then in the earl flush of his career as a
novelist, but soon to become one of the brilliant men, of American letters.
When Mr. Cable visited New York in 1885 he brought with him a letter of
introduction to The Tribune's music reviewer from Lafacio Hearn, who had been
helpful to him in his studies of Creole folk-lore in New Orleans. The specific
purpose of the letter was to bring about a collaboration on two essays, one on
Creole songs, the other on Creole dances. "But," say Mr. Cable at the conclusion
of an article, "The Dance in Place Congo," published in 1886, "under the many
prior claims of the journalist's profession Mr. Krehbiel withdrew from the work,
though not until he had furnished a number of instrumental accompaniments as
well as the "Quill song" credited to him, and much valuable cooperation."
Through the courtesy of Mr. Cable and the Century company the songs which
illustrated the article, after sleeping in the back number of the magazine, came
to light again in The Tribune and the book on Afro-American songs. it was only a
natural surmise when Mr. Gatti-Casazza's announcement appeared last
September that some of the melodies would provide material for Mr. Gilbert's
ballet; and this proved to be the case when, through Mr. Gilbert's courtesy, we
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were permitted to look at his music score. Mr. Gilbert, moreover, copied the
principal melodies so that they might be presented in facsimile to the readers of
The Tribune, as they now are on this page. To them and the dances with which
they are or used to be associated we purpose to address ourselves with some
particularity presently.
There can be no harm in saying here that Mr. Gilbert's score in no a series
of dances such as we find in the ordinary operatic ballet, but a connected piece
like a symphonic poem, fantasia or rhapsody in which original thematic material
is interwoven with four folk tunes of Afro-American origin - more specifically
melodies of songs created by Creole Negroes, or, as Mr. Cable explains in a
footnote, of "the former slave race in the country of the Creoles." Mr. Gilbert is
an enthusiastic musical folklorist, who has made use in others of his
compositions of French, Irish and gypsy material, but has shown a particular
predilection for the melodies created by the former black slaves of this country.
A synchronic prologue to synge's "Riders to the Sea" has had a place on a
programme of the Philharmonic society since his ballet was put on the
Metropolitan Opera list. His first essay in the Afro-American line, we believe,
was called "A Negro Episode," of which we know nothing. Then came a
"Comedy Overture on Negro themes," which has had several performances in
this city and elsewhere. A composition collateral lines is a
"Humoresque on Negro Minstrel tunes," after which came a "Negro rhapsody,"
which had its first performance at a festival of the Litchfield County Choral
Union, at Norfolk, con. he may have written other pieces of like character, but if
so we cannot recall them. As it is, he stands foremost among American
composers as a worker of native material in the large orchestral forms. He has
also made some use of tunes borrowed from the Indians, but has probably
found them of little value.
Mr. Cable article which prompted the composition of Mr. Gilbert's music
was entitled "The Dance in Place Congo." The locale thus designated seems to
have been at the lower end of Orleans Street, which is the other direction
terminated in the ancient Place d'Armes. Mr. Bartik, who visited New Orleans in
search of suggestions for the scenic outfit of the ballet, was able to locate the
old site, but found few if any remains of the old environment. At the time of the
orgies described by Mr. Cable the Place Congo was the habitation of the lowest
types of the old French city's inhabitants, it was the rendezvous of "the butcher
and baker, the raftsman, the sailor, the quadroon, the painted girl and the
Negro slave. No meaner name could be given to the spot. The Negro was the
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most despised of human creatures and the Congo the plebeian among Negroes.
The white man's plaza had the army and navy on its right and left, and courthouses and council hall and the church at its back and the world before it. The
black man's was outside the rear gate, the poisonous wilderness on three sides
and the proud white man's contumely on its front. Before the city outgrew its
flimsy palisade walls...it was known as Congo Plains. There was wide room for
uch filed sport, and the Indian villagers of the town's outskirts and the lower
class of white Creoles made it the ground of their wild ballgame of raguette.
Sunday afternoons were the time for it.
The hour was the slave's term of momentary liberty, and his simple,
savage, musical and superstitious nature dedicated it to amatory song and
dance tinctured with his rude notions of supernatural influences."
Having thus described the scene of the dances, Mr. Cable tells us
something of the dancers and the instruments employed in making the music,
and his description prompts us to remind the readers of a fact that was
enforced upon them in the essays on Afro-American music. Not all the slaves
were Negroes- that is, people of the Negroid type. There were "tall, well-knit
Senegalese, black or ebony, with intelligent, kindly eyes and long, straight,
shapely noses; Mandingoes from the Gambia River, lighter of color, of cruder
form and a cunning that shows in their countenance." Plainly all was fish that
came into the slaver's net, for these Mandingoes were not savages, but "the
merchants of Africa, dwelling in towns, industrious, thrifty, skilled in commerce
and husbandry and expert in the working of metals, even to silver and gold."
Nor were all of the slaves black. The Folaha had "a perceptible rose tint in their
cheeks." There were fawny Awassas, Iboes, light colored as mulattoes, coppercolored Agwas and many other besides who had been brought from the Congo
coast. As for their dress, though it was scant as a rule, a cotton shirt and
pantaloons generally in tatters, for the men, coarse chemise and petticoat for
the women, but with a dash of color in the tignon-the gay kerchief twisted into
a turban. House servants were better clad, especially the women who had met
with favor in the eyes of the master.
Mr. Bartik therefore, has considerable license in the attiring of his
dancers.
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Musical Instruments of the Africans
The orchestra described by Mr. Cable is not large, but the information can
be helped out by the descriptions of African travelers. The drum predominated;
for the drum, of many shapes and sizes, was and is the chief of all instruments
among African races, in whom the rhythmical instinct is more strongly
developed than is any other known peoples. The band of drums and iron bells
which we heard at the World's Fair in Chicago, and described in The Tribune,
was wonderful, and thrice wonderful the manner in which they were
manipulated. Mr. Hearn in his delightful book "Two Years in the French West
Indies" tells about the drumming in the African dances, which are still practiced
on Sundays in Martinique. 'The Ka (Creole patois for quart) used to be made out
of a hallowed log', but in these degenerate but, more comfortable times a barrel
furnishes a good substitute. The heads removed, a greed hide is stretched over
one end and permitted to dry. A string lightly drawn across the hide has bits of
bamboo or the equille of large feathers fastened to it to act like the snare of the
small military drum. Pere Lubut describes two kinds of drums used in the
dances, one made of a hallowed tree stem three or four feet long and fifteen or
sixteen inches in diameter, and one of the same length, but only a little more
than half the diameter. The latter was called Bamboula. We shall presently
meet a variation of the name in the description of a dance. Mr. Hearn's account
of how it was played is worth quoting:
"The skillful player that (ba tambouve) America which traces its origin to
Africa.
The Dances of the Slaves
The dances of the black slaves in New Orleans a hundred years ago no
doubt retained much of the character as they did relics of the names of the
native African dances. Neither Mr. Bartik nor any choreographer would dare to
reproduce them on a polite stage. They were apparently without exception
grossly indecent and lascivious. Mr. Cable does not venture into technical
details, but contents himself with picturesque generalities. "A sudden frenzy
seizes the musicians. The measure quickens, the swaying attitudinizing crowd
stood into extra activity, the female voices grow sharp and staccato, and
suddenly the dance is the furious Bamboula. Now for the frantic leaps! Now for
Frenzy! Another pair are in the ring. The man wears a belt of little bells, or, as a
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substitute, little tin vials of shot, 'bram-bram sonetti' And still another couple
enter the circle. What wild, what terrible delight! The ecstasy rises to madness;
one-two-three of the dancers fall- bloucoutoum! boum!-with foam on their lips
and are dragged out by arms and legs from under the tumultuous feet of
crowding newcomers. The musicians know no fatigue; still the dance rages on"
"Quand patate in cults na va mangh it." And to that one nonsense line
meaning only"
"What that tater's cooked don't you eat it up!"
Of course, Mr. Cable's meaning is that when the potato is cooked the
darkies do eat it up! H:e is speaking of the music of No 1 of Mr. Gilbert's
illustrations. The tune comes from the West Indies, and the name Bamboula is
supposed to have been derived from the drum made of a length of bamboo, as
had already been suggested. It has already figured in artistic music. Gottschalk
arranged it for pianoforte; so did Coleridge Taylor, to whom it was sent with
other specimens of America slave music, by this writer. Mr. Taylor also used it
as the thereof his Rhapsody for Orchestra," which was performed first at a
Norfolk (Conn.) festival in 1913, and afterward in New York.
Mister Banjo (No. 2) is also suggestive of the Bamboula, thought we have
preferred to look upon it as an example of satire, though not a malevolent one.
Mr. Cable translation of the text is as follows:
"Look at that darky, there, Mister Banjo. doesn't he put on airs? Hat
cock'd on one side, Mister Banjo, Walking stick in hand, Mister Banjo, Boots that
go "crank, crank." Mister Banjo. Look at that darky, there, Mister Banjo, Doesn't
he put on airs?"
Words and melody of the song were noted on a plantation in St. Charles
Parish, La., and first printed in "Slave songs of the United States" (published in
New York in 1867. The word translated "darky" is "mulet," and Mr. Cable
comments: "We have to loss the saucy double meaning between mulet (mule)
and mulatre (mulatto." The song in this writer's arrangement used to figure in
Ms. Sembrich's folk song recitals. "Ma mourri" (no.3), though quoted as a dance
tune by Mr. Calbe, is evidently a love song. The sentiment conveyed by the
words is that the singer must die insane for the love of pretty Layotte. (mo
connin zins zons, ma jourri, oui, 'nocent, ma mourri, po' la belle Layotte, ma
mourri, 'nocent, oui, 'nocent, ma mourri.) to the half note (C), with its held, the
singer utter a wild, long drawn cry, "Eh--h-h!" which is a characteristic element
found in other Creole songs.
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No. 4, "Caroline," is a counjai, or counjaille. The name of the dance is
undoubtedly African. Years ago when Mr. Hearn was helping this writer in his
Creole studies and was asked the possible meaning of "counjui" he answered,
"My quadroon neighbor, Mamzelle Eglantine, tells me that the word Koundjo
(in the West Indies Candio or Candjo) refers in an old African dance which used
to e danced with drums." But a candjois an African prince or chief, and it is not
impossible that in this song we have relic of some such dance of Negro royalty
as is described by Verney Lovett Casmeron in his "Across Africa." Mr. Cameron,
who was an officer in the British Navy, says: "Dancing in Manyuema"-a cannibal
country-is a prerogative of the chiefs. When they feel inclined for a
terpsichorean performance they single out a good-looking woman from the
crowd, and the two go through much wriggllng and curious gesticulation
opposite each other. The village drums are brought out and vigorously beaten,
the drummers meanwhile shouting Gramello! Gamelle' If the woman is
unmarried the fact of a chief asking her to dance is equivalent to an offer of
marriage, and many complications often occur in consequence," But the lady
who noted "Caroline" in St. Charles Parish, La., more than fifty years ago said
the dance to which it was sung was simple and a "sort of minuet."
When M. Tiersot of the Paris conservatory, visited the United States and
Canada in pursuit of his folk song studies he noted this song from the singing of
a Negress in New Orleans, but he gave the name of the heroine as Azelie and set
down the melody of the stanza in 5-8 time and the refrain in 2-4. As the song
appears in the publication "Slave Songs of the United States" it is very simple,
and though it lets light into the romantic elements of the domestic life of the
Creole slaves, it is not quite so tragic as M. Thirsot's version, which is as follows,
the lines having been transposed to fit the melody:
"Un, deux, trois, Azelie,
Pas pare com ca, ma cher! (bis)
Papa dit non, ,maman dit non,
C'[est li m'oule c'est li ma pren (bis)
"Sam' di l'amor, dimanch' maraiae,
Lundi matin ppiti dans bras;
N'a pas a rien, piti dans hras!"
One, twok three, Azelie,
"don't talk that way, my dear!
papa says no mamma say no
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It is he whom I want and who will have me.
Saturday, love' Sunday, married
Monday morning a little ne in arms.
There is no coverlet,
There is nothing-little one in arms!
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It is interesting to compare the description of the Negro dancers and musical
instruments of Surinam and the dancing in Congo Square.
Captain J. G. Stedman, in his book "Narrative of a Five Year Expedition
Against the Revolted Negroes of Surinam," (published before the end of the
18th Century) describes the country, its people and their culture. One passage
seems closely related to dancing in Congo Square. It is a description of the
dancing of the Longo Negroes of Surinam: "Here Mr. DeGraav, having bought
some new slaves, gave a holiday to all the Negroes on his estate; and here I had
the opportunity of seeing the diversions peculiar to that people; but of these I
must reserve the particular account to another occasion, and for the present
only give a short description of the Loango dancing, as performed by Loango
Negroes, male and female, and not by any others; which consists from first to
last in such a scene of wanton and lascivious gestures, as nothing but a heated
25 imagination and a constant practice could enable them to perform. These
dances, which are performed to the sound of a drum, to which they strike time
by clapping of hands, may properly be considered as a kind of play or
pantomime divided into so many acts, which lasts for some hours. But the most
remarkable is, that during this representation, the actors, instead of being
fatigued, become more and more enlivened and animated, till they are bathed
in sweat like past-horses, and their passions would up to such a degree, that
nature being overcome, they are ready to drop into convulsions."
Stedman gives an excellent description of the musical instruments and
dancing of the Negroes of Surinam and says: "I shall now say something of their
instrumental music and dancing. I have already mentioned the singing and the
dancing of the Loango tribe in particular; and will now describe that practiced
by the other Negro nations in general. Their instruments of music, which are not
a little ingenious, are all made by themselves, and consist of those represented
in the given pictures. To what I have stated, I will only add that they always use
full or half measure, but never triple time, in their dancing music, which is not
unlike that of a baker's bunt, when he separates the flour from the bran,
sounding tuckey-tuck and perpetum. To this noise they dance with uncommon
pleasure, and most times foot it away with great art and dexterity.
Every Saturday evening, the slaves who are well treated close the week,
with an entertainment of this kind, and generally once a quarter are indulged
with a grand ball, to which the neighboring slaves are invited; the master often
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contributing to their happiness by presence, or at least by sending them a
present of a few jugs of new rum. At these grand balls the slaves are remarkably
neat, the woman appearing in their best chintz petticoats, and many of the men
in fine Holland trousers. So indefatigable are they at this diversion, that I have
known the drums to continue beating without intermission from 6 o'clock on
Saturday night till the sun made its appearance on the Monday morning; thus
had passed 36 hours in dancing, cheering, hallowing, and clapping of hands. The
Negroes dance always in couples, the man figuring and footing, while the
woman turn round like a top, their petticoats expanding like an umbrella; and
this they call waey-cotto. During this, the by standing youths fill about the
liquor, while the girls encourage the performance, and wipe the sweat from the
brows and sides of the unwearied musicians. It is indeed upon the whole
astonishing to see with what good-nature and even good manners these
dancing societies are kept up, of which I repeat they are so fond, that I have
known a newly-imported Negro, for want of a partner, figure and foot it for
nearly the space of 2 hours, to his shadow against the wall."
Congo Dancing
The dance here described by Stedman is most likely a secular dance
performed by all the Negroes in Surinam. It is not impossible that it was
originally introduced by the Longo Negroes. It is still danced in Surinam and has
been known from the 17th century on as a banja (from Spanish & Portuguese
bailer). In the old Dutch sources it is indicated as Baljaar and to dance it as
balyaar. There were special laws dealing with the permission for hayaren or
dancing. Descriptions are also found in older works such as Fermin's Description
(I,p. 139 ff). The statement that "it may properly be considered as a kind of play
or pantomime" indicates strongly that the banja is meant. The dance is
performed according to a set pattern that determines the dance respectively of
the women and men. Although the movements were according to European
conceptions of that time uninhabited, the dance was not lacking in grace.
Special songs were made by the women for every dance. There was still a more
elaborate secular dance-play in which dramatic effects were combined with the
singing of lyrics and dancing, the de (doing). Another more simple secular dance
was later known as Kassio or kawina (Kauna). It was not usual that the dancers
of the banja dropped into convulsions as Stedman states; this indicates spirit
possession, a phenomenon belonging to the religious winti dance. It is,
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however, possible that a banja-dancer became occasional possessed. the banja
is also sometimes performed during the intermissions of a winti play that may
last from one to three days.
Many of the instruments described by Stedman are still known in Surinam
and played in the religious as well as the secular dances. The description is not
specific enough to determine the drums described by him. the two larger drums
in Surinam are the Langa dron and the agida, two shorter drums are the apienti
and the mandron.
Concluding thoughts, facts and opinions.
The first mention of Place Congo is in 1786 in a letter by Bishop Cyrillo de
Barcelona. Important dates in history had effects on dances in Congo Square the Code Noir and the Louisiana purchase in 1803. In 1760 Fort Ferdinand was
established and the slave trade abolished in 1807. Congo Square was never laid
out by city's planners as a public square. The area was first used by the French
as a public market. The slaves were mostly from the Senegal River Basin. Many
slaves married Indian women.
From time to time the dances of Negroes in Congo Square were stopped
and then re-established. It ceased to be a practice in the middle of the 1850s
and definitely a few years before the Civil War.
There were many tribes from Africa that took part in the dances. There
were a number of circles used by various tribes for dancing and these circles
were never of mixed Negro tribes. The Minahs would not dance near the
Congos. By 1830 & 40s the portion of the slave population born in Africa had
shrunk significantly as the practice progressed to younger Negroes, many born
in the U.S. They began to add more dance styles of their times and gradually the
old dances began to disappear. While younger generations continued dancing,
more of their steps and movements incorporated elements of European dance.
One such dance was the French contra dances. The young transformed the
dancing into a new Afro-American culture. Their instruments became more to
the ;types of the ones heard in New Orleans.
The square was always used for various entertainments throughout its
existence.
The square was known by many different names with the name "Congo
Square" a nick name and was never official until 1955.
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While many state that the happenings on the square by the Negroes was
an ancestor of jazz I believe it was the fact that all could hear the music of the
Negroes from Africa thus bringing expose to the performance of Negro music.
It was not really the music that had an effect as it was more rhythm with little
melody. The idea of composing a Bamboula using European techniques was the
imagination of composers such as Gottschalk and Taylor. They used the rhythm
of the Bamboula but little else. As the practice continued it progressed from the
pure African music to the younger Negroes adding more modern instruments
and music. The Negro musicians of New Orleans were more interested by the
music heard in their everyday life and the ability to produce this kind of music
which was in use for their music jobs. It would be about 50 years before the
development of jazz after the music was stopped by the Negroes in Congo
Square. The musicians that were in on the development of jazz did not hear or
see the dancing in Congo Square. They might have been told about this African
music but jazz was more a style of European music and an adaption of the music
they heard and could use on their music jobs.

